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The B G News 
Wednesday Bowling Green State University December 2, 1981 
Faculty Senate eliminates 
withdraw passing option 
Pauline "mom" Rlchter, housemother for Phi Kappa Psi, and Univarslty 
ttudant Michaal Burns harmoniza with a brasa ensemble outside of old 
fraternity row. 
staff photo by Ron Haglar 
by Marie Cisterino 
News staff reporter 
A policy change eliminating the 
grade of withdraw pass and a resolu- 
tion recommending that the Board of 
Trustees adjust the salaries of re- 
tirees who teach during fall semester 
were both passed at yesterday's Fac- 
ulty Senate meeting. 
Several senators debated on the 
pros and cons of the withdraw pass 
grading system which states that a 
student who withdraws from a course 
may receive a grade of "WP"or with- 
draw passing. 
"WP" is assigned when a student 
withdraws in good standing during 
the third through the sixth week of a 
WITHDRAW FAILING "WF" is 
assigned if the student is failing at the 
time of withdrawl from the course 
during the third through the sixth 
week of a quarter; the student with- 
draws after the sixth week of a quar- 
ter; or if the student stops attending 
but does not process an official with- 
drawl in the Office of Registration 
and Records. 
The new policy, if approved by the 
University interim president, would 
allow a student to withdraw from a 
course during the first three weeks 
(21 calender days) of a semester with 
no record on the transcript. First 
semester freshmen may withdraw 
from a course during the first five 
weeks. 
The grade of '•WF" will be assigned 
in courses dropped after the end of the 
third week (fifth week for first semes- 
ter freshmen). 
THE GRADE of "WF" also will be 
assigned in any course, taken 
pass/fail or letter-graded, that the 
student stops attending without proc- 
essing an official withdrawl through 
the Office of Registration and Re- 
cords. 
Dr. William Kirby, professor of 
mathematics and statistics, told sen- 
ate members that they should support 
the policy change in hopes of eliminat- 
ing the problem of students sampling 
courses, thereby closing out students 
who need to take that course. 
Dr. Kenneth Rothrock, acting assis- 
tant dean in the College of Arts and 
Sciences, disagreed. Many students 
have had legitimate reasons to "WP" 
in the past, for many reasons, he said, 
including anything from personal 
problems to illness. Changing the 
policy would not solve the problem of 
those who choose to withdraw from 
courses, he added. 
A DRAFT resolution concerning 
adjustment of retiree salaries also 
was approved at the meeting. 
In the resolution, the Faculty Sen- 
ate is recommending that the Board 
of Trustees amend the Supplemental 
Retirement Program for faculty and 
contract staff, to compensate faculty 
retirees who teach during fall 
sememster at the rate of one-third 
times their final academic year con- 
tract salary. 
Should the amendment be approved 
by the BOT, retirees required by the 
University to work fall semester will 
be paid more than retirees who will 
teach during the summer session. 
Dr. Richard Ward, chairman of the 
Faculty Senate, said that the Faculty 
Welfare Committee is considering 
some other issues concerning the Sup- 
plememntal Retirement Program. 
These are : 
• Whether retirees should receive 
cost-of-living increases in their Sup- 
plememntal Retirement Program 
salaries over the life of their (poten- 
tial) five-year contract. 
• Whether retirees should be per- 
mitted to "skip a year (or more) in 
their teaching responsibilities and 
still be permitted to teach as a Supple- 
memtal Retirees Program member. 
• What should be the definition of 
the "full instructional load" that 
would permit retirees to receive a full 
Supplemental Retirees Program sal- 
ary of one-fourth (or one-third) of 
their final academic year contract 
salary? 
The fine art of cramming for finals in five steps 
by Mary Ann Repka 
News reporter 
A well-dressed girl with perfectly 
curled hair and a make-up jofa.Uiat 
looks like it took hours to do, peers 
into the study lounge where a student 
sits. "Oh," she says, "I just thought 
I'd take a couple minutes to review." 
You realize she is the girl who sits in 
the front row of your chemistry lec- 
ture. You wonder how she can look so 
Grfect and so together when you 
ve a chemistry exam so soon. 
Here you sit, Indian-style on the 
floor of the lounge wrapped in an 
afghan. Chemistry books, numerous 
pages of notes, empty coffee cups, 
and half-eaten doughnuts and crack- 
ers are scattered in a two-foot radius 
around you, and you've only begun to 
study. 
Glancing at the clock, you realize 
you only have 15 minutes to get 
dressed and to class on time to take 
the final. 
You vow to yourself that next time 
you'll give yourself a week to study. 
IF SUDDENLY you find yourself in 
this predicament again, and your only 
chance of passing an exam is to cram, 
the paperback book,"How to Study in 
College" by Walter Pauk gives five 
steps to help you make those last few 
hours successful. 
The first and most important thing 
to remember is to stay calm and 
confident. Under no circumstances 
should you think about those 22 chap- 
ters of chemistry you didn't read. The 
thought will only serve to cause panic. 
Instead, relax and tell yourself over 
and over that you will remember as 
much as possible during these last 
hours, and that you'll do the best you 
can no matter what the circum- 
stances. 
Before you even sit down to cram, 
take a warm shower and eat a good 
supper. Although this takes a little 
time, it helps you relax and makes up 
for the time you'd spend all keyed up 
and staring off into space later. Possi- 
bly take some relaxing hot cocoa 
down to the lounge with you to sip 
while studying. 
The second thing to remember 
when cramming is to avoid trying to 
learm too much. You must realize 
that this is an impossible task and will 
only succeed in frustrating you if you 
try to cram too much into your mind 
at once. 
You're very prone to panic if you sit 
down with your 32 pages of notes and 
250 page textbook in front of you, and 
you don't know where to begin. (This 
does not mean that you should "throw 
in the towel" and give up- see step 3) 
THE THIRD STEP is to organize your 
notes by using a selective system. 
Make out a summary sheet of all the 
main ideas, key information, and 
relavent facts you've obtained after 
skimming and searching your text- 
books and lecture notes. Be sure to 
include all those sentences and 
phrases highlighted with yellow 
marker, but use discrimination in 
including all those chicken scrawls 
you scribbled in the margin of the 
text. (It's best to leave out your opin- 
ion of the class and the instructor 
because even though you may thuik 
that, it's not relavent). Make sure 
everything on your summary sheet is 
important. Don't Include information 
Just because it's interesting to you. 
The next thing to do is to push away 
all your textbooks and notebooks. Get 
them out of your sight. No, you're not 
finished cramming, but you not 
longer have any use for them. Only 
have in front of you your summary 
sheet. 
It takes only 15 percent of your time 
and effort to pick out these bits of 
information but remembering them 
will take 85 percent of your time. 
IT'S NOW TIME to devote your 
remaining time to reciting. Implant 
those main ideas into your mind and 
retain them until the exam. Glance at 
the key words and recite to yourself or 
out loud these basic principles and 
facts until you can confidently say, 
"Well, I'm sure I know this much." 
By selecting only the essential ideas 
and facts, you do leave many valuable 
thing from the book and notes behind, 
but at least by cramming and choos- 
ing what to study selectively, you 
definitely have a good chance of pass- 
ing the exam. 
You may not remember very much 
after the exam is over, but at least 
you survived and made it to the end. 
Anyhow, the next test will be next 
quarter and you can always vow once 
again to give yourself an entire week 
to study. 
Probe closes without prosecutor 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Attorney 
General William French Smith is 
closing the Justice Department 
investigation into Richard V. Al- 
len's acceptance of 1,000 without 
the appointment of a special pros- 
ecutor, the government announced 
yesterday. 
While ending its investigation 
into the gift from representatives 
of a Japanese women's magazine 
for helping arrange an interview 
with first lady Nancy Reagan. 
Smith held open the possibility of 
appointing a special prosecutor to 
look into two other matters involv- 
ing Allen - his acceptance of two 
gift watches from the same mag- 
azine and an inaccuracy in his 
financial disclosure statement filed 
at the time he took office as Presi- 
dent Reagan's national security 
adviser. 
Allen has said the money was 
intended for Mrs. Reagan and he 
intercepted the gift and put it in an 
office safe, where it was forgotten 
until discovered in September. On 
Saturday, he put himself on paid 
administrative leave while the in- 
vestigation continued. 
THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT 
said it was still looking into the gift 
watches and the inaccuracy con- 
cerning the date he sold his interest 
in a consulting firm - both matters 
which "came to the department's 
attention within the past 10 days." 
"The applicability of the special 
Erosecutor provisions to those mat- 
•rs has not yet been determined," 
the department said in a statement 
handed to reporters. 
"At this time, it would be prema- 
ture and inappropriate to comment 
further," the statement said. 
The Justice Department said a 
careful review of the FBI investi- 
gation into the discovery of the 
money found no evidence that Al- 
len violated any federal criminal 
law.  
Reagan vows not to betray retirees 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President 
Ronald Reagan told the White House 
Conference on Aging yesterday that 
the elderly have been "needlessly and 
cruelly frightened" about his propo- 
sals for Social Security and promised 
never to betray their right to the 
program's benefits. 
At 70, the nation's oldest president 
ever, Reagan said he is frustrated at 
being "portrayed as somehow an 
enemy of my own generation," 
largely because of his attempts to cut 
future Social Security benefits. 
The president made an unan- 
nounced appearance before the con- 
ference where hours earlier, Reagan 
supporters won their first test of 
strength as a key committee voted 
overwhelmingly against using gen- 
eral tax revenues to bail out Social 
Security. 
THE 111-34 VOTE in the Committee 
on Economic Well-Being came on a 
resolution introduced by Bruce Nes- 
tande, a Republican supervisor in 
Orange County, Calif., and a former 
aide to Reagan as governor. 
Leaders of organizations for the 
elderly have charged that the White 
House stacked the Committee on Eco- 
nomic Well Being with Reagan sup- 
porters. Most of the nearly 2,300 
delegates were chosen by governors 
and members of Congress, not the 
administration. 
The president has been dead-set 
against tapping general revenues to 
lift the beleaguered retirement and 
disability program out of its funding 
"We will not betray those entitled to 
Social Security benefits," Reagan 
told the conference. "And we will, 
indeed we must, put Social Security 
on a sound financial basis." 
Earlier this year, while still trying 
to balance the budget by 1984, Reagan 
proposed a series of rules changes 
that would have sharply reduced ben- 
efits of future retirees, penalized 
early retirement, eliminated the min- 
imum benefit and delayed next year's 
cost-of-living increases for 36 million 
Americans. 
But one-by-one he scaled back bis 
flans and finally abandoned them in 
avor of proposing a new task force to 
seek a compromise solution to the 
financial troubles of the retirement 
system. ' 
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Governor's conference, 
Where you stand depends on seating 
NEW ORLEANS-When the Repub- 
lican governors met here for a couple 
of days just before Thanksgiving, 
they gave a classic demonstration of 
that aphorism, "Where you stand 
depends on where you sit. In inter- 
views previewing the likely dynamics 
of the 1982 election, they showed how 
much their view of President Rea- 
gan's economic policy depends on the 
health-or sickness-of their own state 
economies. 
To Gov. Robert List of Nevada, 
where state gaming revenues are up 
14 percent this year and the economy 
had "helped the recession only in a 
very limited way," it seems that 
"Reagan is doing better all the time. 
He is stronger than ever in the West." 
Try telling that to Gov. Victor 
Atiyeh of Oregon. He says it's "get- 
ting tougher and tougher" to defend 
the President. The severe and pro- 
longed nationwide housing slump has 
brought not a recession, but a depres- 
sion, to Oregon's vital forest products 
industry. Statewide unemployment, 
now at 10.6 percent, is projected to jump to 12.5 percent in the next few 
months. 
With revenues for the biennium 
expected to fall 100 million to ISO 
million short of estimates, Atiyeh 
soon will call the legislature into 
special session. When he left here, he 
went to the White House to tell the 
President, "When the federal govern- 
ment cools off inflation, Oregon 
freezes-and we have to have some 
help." 
Atiyeh is no less a conservative or a 
Republican loyalist that List. "I sup- 
Et the President in trying to cut both 
es and budget," he says. "But it's 
a question of timing." Where List 
says there has been "no real grief" on 
the first round of cuts in federal aid to 
Nevada, Atiyeh says the impact in 
Focus 
Dave Broder 
Syndicated columnist 
Oregon has been "unbelievable. Peo- 
ple don't want big spending pro- 
grams, but when you have the kind of 
unemployment we nave, they expect 
the government to help.' 
The debate between the two West- 
erners has its counterparts all across 
the country. Energy-rich Sun Belt 
governors like William Clements Jr. 
of Texas and David Treen of Loui- 
siana were cheering the President on, 
while farm-state governors like Rob- 
ert Ray of Iowa were warning that 
Reagan's personal popularity does 
not convince voters that "his policies 
will help the farm economy." 
Even more noticeable was the ab- 
sence of governors like John Spel- 
lman of Washington, James Rhodes of 
Ohio and William Milliken of Michi- 
gan. They were struggling to salvage 
their recession-crippled budgets in 
emergency legislative sessions, while 
their counterparts were conferring 
here. 
The reality underlying all of these 
contrasts is that in this time of tre- 
mendous inflation-recession-interest 
rate pressures, what we have is not 
one national economy, but 50 different 
state economies, each going its won 
direction. 
That elementary factposes a great 
political challenge to Reagan's eco- 
nomic strategy. The President so far 
has left no room in his plan for the 
strains some states face in adjusting 
to the massive changes his economic 
policies are generating. Quite the 
contrary. When he was asked in an 
interview last week whether he 
thought it was "at all the responsibil- 
ity ofthe federal government to redis- 
tribute resources between states that 
are relatively well off and states that 
are not," the President said flatly no. 
"That is up to the states," he said. 
When someone doesn't like the situa- 
tion in which he is living, he can vote 
with his feef'-move away, Reagan 
said. 
It was not the first time the admin- 
istration had suggested that the an- 
swer to inequality is to move people, 
not money, around the country. Ear- 
lier, at a meeting of Reagan's advi- 
sory commission on federalism, the 
speaker of the Maryland House of 
Delegates, Benjamin Cardin, asked 
Norman Ture, the undersecretary of 
treasury, what he would do about 
financing government services "in a 
jurisdiction that has one-fourth the 
fiscal resources of a neighboring ju- 
risdiction." 
"You don't do anything," Ture said. 
"You decide where you want to live." 
It was stunning to hear Ture say 
that, and it was no less so to hear 
Reagan say the same thing in the 
comfort of the Oval Office. 
There are 36 governors' races next 
year, 16 in states now held by Republi- 
cans and 20 now controlled by the 
Democrats. Reagan pollster Richard 
Wirthlin said here these contests will 
open "the great hinge" of history to 
the GOP, by providing "the opportu- 
nity for a realignment" that would 
make it the country's majority party. 
If that is true, the Republicans 
better hope that the Reagan economic 
8Ian delivers more Nevadas than 
regons in the autumn of 1962. 
TORCH president explains protest 
After reading Maurer-Green's re- 
sponse to our picketing effort, I felt it 
necessary to further explain our rea- 
sons for deciding to picket Maurer- 
Green last Wednesday. 
Early lease signing forces tenants 
to make their housing decision too 
quickly and without objective infor- 
mation. When tenants see ads in the 
newspaper that say 'now leasing for 
fall 1962' they think that if the) don't 
immediately start looking for hous- 
ing, they will end up living too far 
from campus or end up in an undesi- 
rable apartment. Even though this is 
a mistaken notion, many tenants and 
prospective tenants (usually Univer- 
sity sophomores with no experience in 
rental housing) believe that they must 
hurry up and find off-campus housing. 
So when Maurer-Green placed 
large ads in The B.G. News for each of 
at least eight days claiming that they 
were leasing for fall 1982, we, the 
members of TORCH (Tenants Orga- 
nized to Reduce Corrupt Housing) felt 
that we should point out what Maurer- 
Green was trying to do. They were 
moving up the annual rush on housing 
from winter quarter to fall quarter. 
If they benefited from this step by 
getting a jump on their competitors, 
we felt that their competitors would 
follow suit in order to have an equal 
chance of finding students for fall 
1962. We decided to try to make 
Maurer-Green's decision unprofitable 
to them by picketing their office. We 
also hoped to educate other tenants 
and the community in general about 
the disadvantages to tenants of early 
lease signing. 
When the housing rush took place 
during winter quarter, tenants were 
able to obtain objective information 
on off-campus housing through the 
Student Consumer Union, a campus 
group that publishes a listing of all 
available rental housing each year at 
off-campus housing information night 
which is held during winter quarter. 
Student Consumer Union is not yet 
ready to provide tenants with objec- 
Focus 
by Michael Grayson 
President TORCH 
tive information. 
Maurer-Green claims that the best 
tenants sign up the earliest. Aside 
from an apparent lack of empirical 
data to back up this claim, we wonder 
who Maurer-Green considers their 
"best tenants". Perhaps they mean 
the tenants who give them the least 
amount of problems by never com- 
plaining about poor conditions and by 
standing idly by while any deductions 
are made from their security deposit. 
Or maybe they mean that their 
"best tenants'" never have parties, 
and spend all their waking hours 
emerged in a textbook as good stu- 
dents should. But whatever their 
meaning, their intent is obvious; to 
make students feel that if they are to 
be good tenants they must hurry up 
and sign a lease for next school year. 
Maurer-Green's main argument is 
that pressure from prospective ten- 
ants is what made them decide to 
offer leases fall quarter instead of the 
traditional winter quarter. We will 
readily admit that many students are 
now in the process of looking for 
housing for next fall. The question is 
why are they looking for housing now 
rather than winter quarter and why 
landlords are offering information 
and leases on housing now rather than 
in January. 
The student tenants are looking for 
housing because they are afraid that 
they will be shut out of an apartment 
close to campus if they wait. No 
individual tenant can make all the 
other tenants wait until January. 
Landlords are offering housing be- 
cause it is profitable. They allow 
tenants to sign leases early not be- 
cause they are doing a favor for 
tenants, but because it gives them a 
competitive edge over other landlords 
and because they will receive two 
months extra interest on the tenant's 
security deposit. 
We are attempting to rectify this 
problem from both sides. We are 
explaining to students that it is not to 
their benefit to sign leases early, and 
we are attempting to make it unprofi- 
table for landlords to offer early 
leases. 
In the case of Maurer-Green we feel 
that tenants were initially encouraged 
to start looking for apartments by 
Maurer-Green. Maurer-Green placed 
ads in over half a dozen isssues of The 
BG News at a cost of over 500.00. They 
caused much of the demand to occur. 
Maurer-Green claims that it is a 
Sood business practice to plan ahead, 
re agree in principle, but let's face it, 
signing a legally binding lease for a 
specific apartment ten months before 
taking possession of that apartment is 
ridiculous. Maurer-Green points out 
that the University takes applications 
a year in advance and uses this fact as 
an excuse for them allowing lease 
signing almost a year in advance. 
What Maurer-Green fails to point 
out is that the application to the 
University is not a legally binding 
contract, as is their lease. Prospec- 
tive college students often apply to the 
University and end up going else- 
where; they are not having their 
options closed for them with an appli- 
cation. The same can not be said 
about a lease. 
Finally we should state that our aim 
is to encourage competition in rental 
housing in ways that prove advanta- 
geous to tenants, such as lower prices 
and better services. 
Respond. 
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If you would like to comment 
on something in the News or 
anything of interest to the cam- 
pus or community, write to the 
News. 
The letter or guest column 
should be typewritten, triple 
spaced and signed. Please in- 
clude your address and 
telephone number for verifica- 
tion. Letters to the editor 
should not be longer than 200 
words and columns should not 
be longer than 500 words. 
The News reserves the right 
to reject letters or portions of 
letters that are in bad taste, 
malicious or libelous. All are 
subject to condensation. 
The letters are the individual 
opinions of the writers and the 
accuracy of their statements 
has not been checked by the 
News. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor of the BG News, 106 
University Hall. 
Back blackmail shows who's boss 
BOSTON-I am writing this column 
lying down in the corner of the city 
room with a keyboard on my stom- 
ach. This is not an ordinary everyday 
event in my life or in the life of this 
city room. 
It is, in fact, an admission of defeat: 
the defeat of mind by matter, will by 
body. I have been betrayed by anat- 
omy, laid low and laid up. 
In short, my back is wrecked. 
How did this happen to a normally 
upright citizen? you may ask. The 
long answer is that, once upon a time, 
our primitive ancestors decided to do 
something for which they were not 
equipped. They decided to stand on 
two feet. 
The short answer, however, is: 
Squash. The game, not the vegetable. 
For the past half-dozen years, in the 
effort to keep fit, I have voluntarily 
entered a small white room several 
times a week. ■ I have gone there, armed only with 
a racquet and a small green ball, to 
battle age, infirmity and the bulge. 
There, with the aid of a partner. I 
usually hit the ball, occasionally hit 
the partner and from time to time hit 
the wall. Hitting the wall in squash. I 
hasten to tell you, is not like the 
hitting the wall in jogging. 
One day, several weeks ago, I 
lunged to the right. This particular 
lunge was different from all other 
lunges for only one reason. This time 
Focus 
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Syndicated Columnist 
my back refused to follow me. 
Until that moment, I had always 
made the decisions for both of us. It 
was an authoritarian relationship, I 
grant you, but one which I had never 
questioned. 
What I didn't know, of course, was 
that my back had been reqressing 
rage, anger and stress for decades at 
the arbitrary way I had called the 
shots. 
This time it simply refused to follow 
my lead. It deserted me. 
During this painful period of our 
separation, I have discovered my own 
dependence. I have spent the better 
part of several weeks on my back, 
staring at the ceiling, obsessively 
going over the course of our 
relationship. 
I remember now with a grimace 
how I once callously got up and down, 
how I bent over with abandon, 
slumped without a second thought. I 
am now ashamed at the way I had 
taken my back for granted. 
I know I am not the only one who 
mistreated and lived to regret it. I 
have come into contact with the entire 
underground of fellow back sufferers. 
I have met dozens of other people 
whose lives have been ruptured, 
whose relationships have slipped, who 
have been temporarily divorced from 
their daily lives. 
They were not all repentant. One 
simply refused to accept any fault. All 
he had done was reach over to pick up 
a pencil and his disc had dropped out. 
Another kept shifting the blame to the 
chair she sat in. A third predictably 
blamed everything on his mother's 
genes. And a fourth refuses, just 
refuses, to even admit that anything 
is wrong and give in to this back 
blackmail. 
But I have decided to accept my 50 
^i-cent. With the aid of assorted 
irapists, my back and I are trying 
to learn once again how to commu- 
nicate, to live in harmony and interde- 
pendence. 
After admittingto decades of ne- 
f;lect, I finally understand why K was 
orced to take this extreme action 
before I would pay attention. 
No, it's not easy making the tran- 
sition to a partnership of brain and 
muscle, sense and sinew, decisions 
and discs. There are occasions when I 
long for the old days when I was the 
boss. 
But this has got to be better than 
having your back sore at you all the 
time. 
Letters. 
Bromfield fire 
raises questions 
Recently there was a fire on the 
third floor of Bromfield Hall. The fire 
itself has raised some questions in my 
mind. 
First of all, I would like to know why 
the incident was kept almost a secret. 
It seems to me that a fire that is 
intentionally set in one of the resi- 
dence halls should be one of the big- 
gest news items on the campus. The 
BG News gave the original story, and 
follow-ups, a discreet headline and 
put them inside the paper. A lot of 
people didn't even see the story. In 
tact, a lot of people didn't even know 
that there had been a fire. I think that 
since The News is a publication by 
students for students, more attention 
DOONESBURY 
could have been paid to the incident. 
The one thing that scared me the 
most about the fire is that the fire 
alarm system in Bromfield malfunc- 
tioned as a result of the flames. 
According to Bowling Green Fire 
Chief Howard Rutter, the heat from 
the fire melted the insulation off of 
two wires inside a smoke detector. 
The wires touched together and 
shorted out the entire system. 
Chief Rutter said that when the 
system was put in, that it was the 
industry standard. Now, however, 
there are many improvements in the 
field, and the University hasn't been 
able, because of the obvious economi- 
cal reasons, to keep up with these 
improvements. The newer models, 
when this happens, keep on ringing. 
As it was, the alarms sounded for 
about twenty seconds and then 
stopped. Many Bromfield residents 
slept through the alarm, they had to 
be awakened by R.A.'s and the hall 
director. 
I think we have a very dangerous 
situation on our hands, because if the 
fire had spread quicker there could 
have been some injuries. I wondered Q"* how many buildings on campus 
these "out-dated" fire alarm sys- 
tems, so to find out, I talked to the 
director of environmental safety, Sel- 
don Carsey. Mr. Carsey told me that 
all of the residence halls, with the 
exception of Rodgers and Offenhauer, 
had these older fire alarm systems. 
All the rest are relying on "out-dated" 
systems. 
Carsey also said that he thought the 
fire was an isolated incident and that 
the chances of the same thing happen- 
ing again are very slim. I think that 
the stakes are too high to take such a 
gamble. Something needs to be done. 
Kent D. Carson 
136 Bromfield 
by Garry Trudeau 
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Safety director has humanistic approach 
by Kathleen Koshar 
New* staff reporter 
When William Bess became direc- 
tor of Campus Safety and Security in 
1978, he decided to develop a humanis- 
tic approach that he hoped would 
filter throughout the department. 
Bess talked Monday about that ap- 
proach, the overall status of his de- 
partment and crime at the University 
to the Human Relations Commission. 
"There have been some changes in 
attitudes," Bess said, since a 1977 ad 
hoc police review panel presented 
thirty-two recommendations to the 
Board of Trustees along with a time 
framework in which to implement the 
changes. 
The Board accepted the report and 
the administration called for the im- 
plementations that started just before 
Bess took his position. 
BESS SAB) 95 percent of the recom- 
mendations have been adopted and 
the small remainder has been put on 
hold because of budget cuts. But he 
said an effort to emphasize contin- 
uous review of Campus Safety and 
Security operations has been success- 
ful. 
Several recommendations directly 
benefited Bess' humanistic approach 
such as changing the working titles of 
personnel from militaristic terms like 
corporal and sergeant to policeman 
and field supervisor. 
Officers have blazer outfits to wear 
when dealing with the public that 
detract from police uniforms that 
might be intimidating for some peo- 
ple. 
And Bess is adamant about the use 
of weapons. "(Officers) must develop 
the proper attitude in regard to a 
(weapon's) use," he said, adding that 
the department is continuously updat- 
ing weapons training. 
ALTHOUGH OFFICERS are not 
involved in foot petroling as much as 
in the past, Bess said he urges officers 
to be as visible as possible outside 
cruisers and that most officers enjoy 
the personal contact they have with 
students. 
There are 18 commissioned officers 
at the University. Five of those are 
women who were hired as part of a 
minority recruitment drive that Bess 
said has been a "dismal failure" in 
recruiting minorities besides women. 
Three of the women have been 
trained in rape investigation and 
counseling which is one of several 
areas that officers specialize in such 
Reporters reveal lax drug disposal 
by David Sigworth 
News staff reporter 
They waited to get in, just like 
everyone else. When they got in, they 
faked symptoms to the doctors. And 
the doctors sold them drugs. 
Then they wrote about it. 
The award-winning undercover in- 
vestigative project by reporters for 
The (Elyria) Chronicle-Telegram 
kicked up a lot of dust and was the 
topic of last night's meeting of the 
University's chapter of the Society of 
Professional Journalists. 
David Knox and Gloria Irwin, two 
of the C-T's reporters, led a good- 
sized crowd through the development 
of the story in early 1980 to its publica- 
tion as a five-day series in June of the 
same year. The project took five 
reporters into the offices of Drs. Leon- 
ard Faymore and Victor Ferrari and 
out carrying 343 worth of narcotics 
and federally-controlled drugs. 
Knox said the drugs were pre- 
scribed to the reporters after exami- 
nations lasting an average of less than 
five minutes. And in several cases, he 
said, the excuses behind the report- 
ers' requests should not have resulted 
in a sale. 
TO GET THE story, the reporters 
had to go undercover, Knox said. The 
only other way would be to base much 
of the story on the words of legally 
non-credible persons, he explained. 
"The fact that he dispensed them is 
nothing," Knox said. "You have to 
prove that he shouldn't have dis- 
Eensed them. That's a whole other 
ettle of fish." 
Knox said the reporters, selected on 
the basis of looks and age, had to 
research the latest drug terminology 
and price range before going into the 
Doctors Clinic, located in a two-story 
house in Eaton Township, less than 
BG log- 
The INTERNATIONAL BUSI- 
NESS ASSOCIATION will meet at 
7:30 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge, 
second floor Union. Collections 
from the fundraiser are due. 
The   ACCOUNTING   CLUB- 
BETA ALPHA PSI will sponsor 
"An Overview of Industrial Ac- 
counting" at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Alumni Suite, Union. Representa- 
tives from B.F. Goodrich will at- 
tend. A social hour will follow 
after. 
FULL SCHEDULES FOR WIN- 
TER QUARTER will be available 
in the Side Door, first floor of the 
University Union, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., 
Monday through Friday, Dec. 7-10. 
Full schedules and grades will 
also be mailed to students' homes 
over the Christmas break. 
WEDNESDAY, 
Oodles of 
Noodles 
at Pbglfars- $1,751 
Heaps 01 spagtietti, plus garlic bread, only $1 75 at East or South 
on Wednesdays. Come enjoy! (Sorry, no dekvery on this special.) 
Pagliai's 
(«a(da EAST 440 E.Court»352-1596 
MON    WED 11«m    Urn 
THUHS » FBI 1 li m   ?• m CafM ITLJ 
SAT  4p m     2. m WtOk IB 
aw*,..,.. M5S.Moln»SM-7571 
HURRY 
This is your last chance to order your 1982 KEY at the low price of only 
$13.95. The price goes up to $15.95 on January 1. To order your Key just 
can 372-0086 or stop in at 310 Student Services TODAY. 
as accident and crime scene investi- 
gation or traffic endorsement. Before 
officers can be trained in any of these 
areas, they go through police training 
outside the department as well as a 
year of probation at the University 
while being coached. 
One recommendation made by the 
ad hoc committee that Bess did not 
follow was to test staff members to 
see if they belonged in their jobs. Bess 
preferred to train available resources 
and he has recruited staff from the 
University's criminal justice depart- 
ment. 
"INITIALLY we were told that a 
college education should be a require- 
ment to be a part of the department," 
Bess said, and although he prefers it, 
he realizes that the University does 
not pay enough money for officers 
compared to other institutions. 
Bess said he is pleased with the fact 
that his department clears 25 to 35 
percent of the crimes reported. Over- 
all, there has been a 30 percent aver- 
age increase in crime from 
September, 1980, to September, 1981, 
but he said, "Bowling Green State 
University is a relatively safe cam- 
pus." 
The largest individual increase has 
been in bike thefts which suffered a 60 
percent increase but, Bess explained, 
many of the bikes are not actually 
stolen. They are borrowed to get from 
one side of the campus to the other. 
BURGLARIES AND PETTY 
THEFT have also risen, 33 and 41 
percent respectively, and books are 
a hot item." Bess said statistics 
show that book thefts increase proir to 
midterms, holidays and vacations. 
Only nine drug related offenses 
were reported last year but Bess said 
he is aware of a great deal of alcohol 
abuse by students. He believes stu- 
dents "should be blasted" with strong 
orientation programs about alcohol 
abuse. 
Parking Lot 12, north of the Health 
Center, has given the department the 
most problems in terms of vandalism 
to vehicles and thefts. Bess is working 
on installing an emergency telephone 
there that will automatically ring at 
Campus Safety and Security when the 
receiver is picked up. 
Bess also presented statistics of the 
breakdown of crime categories and 
areas that are bardist hit by different 
crimes. Making the community crime 
conscious is an important part of 
preventing crimes. 
The department has hired a grad- 
uate student, Janet Nogier, to help 
develop crime prevention and com- 
munity relations programs. 
one mile south of Elyria. 
Irwin said the resulting five-day 
series, besides the lead stories, in- 
cluded a survey of license plates on 
cars parked in the clinic parking lot, 
first- and third-person accounts of the 
reporters' visits and an examination 
of the Doctors Clinic situation tied to 
the drug situation in Cleveland. 
THE EFFORT yielded the 40,000- 
circulation newspaper awards from 
the Cleveland aad Akron press clubs, 
the National Headliners and state AP 
and UPI services, Knox said. 
Since the C-T broke the story, the 
clinic - opened by Faymore in 1971 - 
has continued operating but remains 
under investigation by the authori- 
ties, Knox said. Although never crimi- 
nally indicted, Faymore on Monday 
was stripped of permission to practice 
medicine in Ohio, following charges 
that the clinic was a public nuisance. 
The ruling will be effective Dec. 7. 
Gloria Irwin, a reporter lor the (Elyria) Chronicle-Telegram, explains how she and reporter David Knox uncovered a local drug 
ring last year. 
WET - T - SHIRT CONTEST! 
Wednesday,Dec.2     At Charlie's Blind Pig 
Serving Tacos Every Tues & Wed    (rom 4-12 
We play Music to your Request 
Prizes 
1st $100 
2nd $50 
3rd $25 
!lllllliiftllllllllllllllllllllllllll!!!IIIIIHI!lllllltllllllllllllllll! 
The price 
of style 
has just come 
down! 
Save #20 or more on SIIADIUM® 
College Rings ...now only £84.95. 
SILADIUM rings produce the 
brilliant lustre of a fine jeweler's 
stainless. 
Men's and women's Siladium 
rings are on sale this week 
only through your 
ArtCarved representative. 
A visit to the ArtCarved 
College Ring table will give you 
the chance to see the full 
collection of rings for the fall. 
But hurry on over... this sale 
runs for a limited 
time only. 
^/ O /Wtf RVED 
*^^ X. CLASS RINGS. INC 
Final Day 
TIME: 10:30 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. 
PLACE: University Bookstore 
Dcpo»il required  Mustr K huiyc or Via. ucccvlccl ) 1981 AnCincd CUIH Ring. 
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Elsewhere 
Blizzard rips Midwest, strands hundreds 
by the Associated Press 
A corn belt blizzard driving blinding 
snow across the Midwest with 50-mph 
winds yesterday crippled cities and 
closed highways, stranding hundreds 
of travelers and shutting down 
schools. 
At least four people were killed as a 
"very dangerous" winter storm 
surged through parts of Nebraska, 
South Dakota, Iowa and Minnesota at 
blizzard force, flinging snow up to 14 
inches deep and building 4-foot drifts. 
Highways were strewn with jack- 
knifed trucks. Many motorists aban- 
doned their cars and sought refuge in 
motels, farm houses and emergency 
shelters. In some areas, even the 
snowplows were halted by the blowing 
snow. 
"Absolutely, unbelievably, horri- 
ble/' was the way Robert McDermott 
of Piedmont, S.D., described condi- 
tions on Interstate 90, as he sat out the 
storm in a gymnasium at Murdo, 
S.D., with about a dozen other travel- 
ers. 
THE SNOW measured up to 14 
inches deep in southern Minnesota, 10 
inches in Nebraska and South Dakota 
and 7 inches in Iowa. 
A 50-year-old man collapsed and 
died while running a snowblower 
Monday at his home in Brookings, 
S.D. 
The body of a 79-year-old trapper 
reported missing near Sioux Rapids, 
Iowa, during the height of the storm 
was found Tuesday. Authorities said 
he apparent 
Sioux River. 
In Potter, Neb., a 23-year-old 
worker was killed Monday when 30- 
mph winds toppled a 100-f oot-high oil 
rie tower.   _ 
AT FORT PIERRE, S.D., three 
Soose hunters and a man who went to 
ieir aid were rescued Tuesday morn- 
ing after they spent the night stranded 
in a snowstorm with winds of 38 mph 
and temperatures at 26 dei 
More than 100 miles of Inl te90, 
across 
Couple pulls together professions 
ly drowned in the Little   the main east-west artery 
South Dakota, was barricaded for 12 
hours overnight by state police on 
orders from Gov. Bill Janklow. 
"There are people in the ditches 
and more people trying to get on the 
road," said Janklow, who ordered the 
closing of 1-90 as well as U.S. 83 south 
from Pierre. "It's a real hazard for 
people trying to drive on it, and 
they're going to kill somebody." 
HAMILTON (AP) - Running a two- 
career marriage is like pulling teeth 
for Jeff and Jean Weintrub - and they 
wouldn't have it any other way. 
They're dentists. 
"Most patients don't care if they see 
Jeff or u they see me," Jean said. 
"We enjoy working together and that 
we work as a team is really conve- 
nient." 
The Weintrubs were married while 
they were in dental school at Ohio 
State University in 1960 and started 
practicing in Hamilton a year ago. 
They left the tight market for dentists 
in Columbus so they could he near 
Jeff's hometown of Cincinnati. 
THE COUPLE arrange their sched- 
ules so they can arrive and leave work 
together, and divide their time be- 
tween separate offices. Thev seldom 
work together, but said that their 
mutual profession gives their mar- 
riage sounder footing. 
'^e can complement each other 
that much better Decause we have the 
same profession and we work to- 
gether at it," Jeff said. "If there are 
any problems, the other can thor- 
oughly understand." 
Two-dentist marriages aren't com- 
mon, largely because dentristry has 
been a traditionally male field. But 
Jean said that's changing. 
"MORE AND MORE WOMEN are 
going into dentistry," she said. "It 
Just took some time to adjust to hav- 
ing that as your profession." 
Only 16 women were in Jean's grad- 
uating class of 200 at Ohio State. The 
number increased to 25 women in the 
next class, she said. 
While some patients are surprised 
the first time they encounter a female 
dentist, Jean said that no one has 
refused treatment from her, despite 
some misgivings. 
"PEOPLE ASK ME if I'm strong 
enough to pull a tooth," she said, with 
a laugh. "Things are changing. And a 
lot of pulling a tooth is technique." 
Jeff suggested that some patients 
might prefer a female dentist. 
"rve heard a number of women say 
they're glad there's a woman dentist. 
If you get a woman dentist, assistant 
and patient in the office, it's a relaxed 
atmosohere." he said. 
The couple met at Ohio State and 
were married a few months before 
Cduation in June 1980. While they 
. e eventually to raise a family, 
Jean said that she wants to keep on 
the job part time. 
"You can't leave it, or you'll be 
rusty," she said. "I didn't go through 
eight years of college to neglect it. 
1-90 was closed from Murdo, just 
south of the capital city of Pierre, to 
Mitchell in the southeastern corner. 
The stretch of highway was littered 
with at least 24 stalled cars and 12 
semitrailer trucks Tuesday. 
No one could estimate the number 
of motorists who were towed to safety 
Monday night. They were first taken 
to motels, and when motel owners 
hung out the "no vacancy" signs, to 
farm homes or whatever shelter was 
-SiSSfe - 
Arms talks continue 
GENEVA, Switzerland (AP) - 
American and Soviet negotiating 
teams talked for more than two 
hours yesterday in the first full 
bargaining session on limiting nu- 
clear missiles in Europe, and 
promptly reasserted a news black- 
out on the conduct of the negotia- 
tions. 
"Everything is OK," Soviet dele- 
gation chief Yuli A. Kvitsinsky said 
as he left the two-hour, 40-minute 
meeting. "We meet again Friday" 
at the Soviet mission, Kvitsinsky 
said. 
The two sides, in a move they 
said would encourage progress, 
agreed to embargo virtually all 
information about the talks, which 
are to be conducted Tuesdays and 
Fridays. "We have concurred that 
the details of the negotiations must 
be kept in the negotiating room," 
the chief U.S. negotiator, Paul H. 
Nitze." 
Examples of the difficulties con- 
fronting the negotiators at Geneva 
are conflicting assessments about 
the number of nuclear weapon sys- 
tems in Europe. The Soviets say 
that an approximate parity exists. 
The United States contends the 
Kremlin has built an advantage 
that approaches 6-to-l. 
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MEADOWVIEW COURT 
^ APARTMENTS \ 
SPECIAL TWO PE RSON RATE 
I Bedroom Apt!. 1 Bedroom Apt*. Elficienoes 
FURNISHED or UNFURNISHED 
• all utilities included • gus heat 
V 
except lights 
• laundry facilities 
available 
214 Napoleon   3521195 
• swimming pool 
• party room 
• game room 
• sauna 
Theta Chi Salutes 
(heir Fall Athletes 
"A" Football: Division Champs  
"B" Football: Division I League Champs 
Soccer: Division Champs 
Wrestling: All Campus ft Fraternity Champs 
Hockey: Division Champs 
And All Fraternity Champs with a great 
8-2 win over Kappa Sigma. 
/HOP GRRLY 
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THE GAVEL 
Is Now Accepting Applications for The 1982 Staff 
Editor 
Associate Editor 
Business Manager 
Advertising Manager 
Typlete 
Sports Editor 
Art Editor 
Circulation Manager 
Ad Salespersons 
Staff Writers 
Photo Editor 
Layout Editor 
News Editor 
Features Editor 
Lab Technicians 
Photographers 
APPLICATIONS  ARE AVAILABLE  IN 106 UNIVERSITY HALL 
Please return your appllcaUona to 106 Untverelty Hall. 
Appllcattona tor all poetttons are due by Friday, December 4,1M1. 
You will be notified of your Interview tlrna. 
isic Makes the Perfect Gift 
We have Gift Certificates 
in any amounts 
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for quality 
eyeglasses 
you may need 
more than your 
eyes examined. 
THE PRICES WE ADVERTISE 
ARE THE PRICES YOU PAY 
Maturely, you don't buy i)'«gHmi every wee*, but «tan you can sava 
$30, $40 or $60an a Una* pair ol aUmi trial's a saving worth • trip lo 
BURLINGTON OPTICAL. 
Our l—M and tiemee coma tram the tarn* reputable menulacmrers at 
thoM it the most eApenel.e opteana No matter new much you spend 
you can't BUY belter or more prolaaMonal iiiimg and service than ours 
EYES EXAMINED BY DO  KENNETH G BAKER O 0 
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ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME 
"Find It At Finders" 
"Your Record Library'' 
BEST SELECTION 
GREAT PRICES! 
...Take advantage of our 
$1 TRADE-OFF! 
FOR EACH ALBUM OR TAPE YOU BRING IN FOR TRADE, 
WE'LL TAKE $1 OFF ANY REGULARLY PRICED ALBUM OR 
TAPE IN OUR STOCK. 
Buy one ■ trade one, buy 2 - trade 2,...etc. 
Trade-ins must be in good condition. 
Sale items and used items excluded from offer. 
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COME ONE, COME ALL! 
To the Annual BGSU Traditional 
Christmas Tree Lighting 
Union Oval 
Wed., Dec. 2,6:00pm 
Guest Speaker: Dr. Donald Ragusa, 
Dean of Students 
Also Featuring: BGSU Women's Choir 
FREE Refreshments at the Commuter Center- 8pm 
Sponsered by the Spirit and Traditions Board 
S"ident Government Association 
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Sports 
Falcons seek revenge against 
nationally-ranked Wright State 
by Joe Memer 
assistant sports editor 
Revenge will be on the minds of 
Bowling Green's men's basketball 
tonight when it opens its 1981-82 home 
schedule in Anderson Arena, at 7:30 
p.m., against Wright State. 
Last year, the Raiders surprised 
the Falcons on the road, handing BG 
its second worst defeat of the entire 
season, 81-68, in Dayton. 
But while revenge may be on the 
minds of BG's players, rebuilding has 
been on the mind of WSU coach Ralph 
Underhill. Underhill has had to re- 
place his top eight players from last 
year's squad, which finished 25-4 and 
was ranked number one in the final 
NCAA Division II basketball poll. 
"They have won 20 or more games 
four or live years in a row, but they do 
it with different people coming in and 
out of the program all the time," BG 
coach John Weinert said. "They're a 
very good team again this year. They 
press all over the floor, have great 
quickness and great stamina." 
APPARENTLY, basketball writers 
across the country agree with Wei- 
nert, because the Raiders were 
ranked third in the country in Division 
II in the writers' 1981-62 pre-season 
poll. 
WSU is notorious for turning re- 
building seasons into resounding ones 
by bringing in slews of junior college 
transfers and if the Raiders' 10i60 
opening season win over Wilburforce 
University, last Saturday, is any indi- 
cation, this season could be more of 
the same. 
"Normally, a coach would be in a 
dead panic after losing eight top play- 
ers," Underhill admitted. "But, fortu- 
nately we were able to recruit some 
excellent players along with some 
fine freshmen that are back from last 
season." 
"Last year, I think we underesti- 
mated them and they snuck up on us," 
Weinert said. "We are a little more 
aware of them this year." 
BG also played WSU last season 
without point guard David Greer, who 
is the hub of the Falcon offense and 
set a tournament assists record in last 
weekend's IPTAV tourney in Clem- 
son, S.C. 
THE FALCONS lost their opening 
IPTAY game, 109-91, to a tall, taP 
ented Clemson club, but bounced back 
to knock off Mid-American Confer- 
ence foe Ball State, 78-72, in the conso- 
lation game. 
Not only will Greer be able to guide 
the BG offense against the Raiders 
tonight, but the Falcons will also have 
the services of Colin Irish, who has 
been plagued by a knee injury. 
Irish was not expected to see much 
action in the season opening IPTAY 
tournament, but the 6-6 junior came 
off the bench to score 21 points in the 
victory over Ball State. 
Irish will start tonight "if his leg 
shows no ill effects after this week's 
practices," according to Weinert. 
Weinert also called Irish's perfor- 
mance against BSU "the biggest sur- 
prise I've had in coaching. 
"We felt that he had been an impor- 
tant part of our team for two years 
and that it would help our team, 
psychologically, to take him along," 
Weinert said. "We didn't know if he 
was going to play one minute, or no 
minutes, but that leg has been im- 
proving every day and, as long as that 
continues, he will play. 
"A WEEK OR SO ago, he could not 
practice and then to go down there 
and play that well.. .that's just a credit 
to Colin." 
If Irish does start, Weinert added 
that he was unsure as to whom the 
power forward will replace in the 
starting line-up of Greer, Marcus 
Newbern, Bill Faine, David Jenkins 
and John Flowers. 
"Right now, I'm not too concerned 
about our starting team because we 
would like to go with 10 or 11 players. 
It's not too important who starts - it's 
important who plays well," Weinert 
said. "A good example of that is Colin, 
who came off the bench against Ball 
State. We're going to try to play more 
players this year than we have in the 
past, because a fresh player is better 
than a tired player any day." 
Underhill is also undecided on a 
starting line-up as yet, but probable 
starters include 6-7 Gary Monroe and 
6-5 Stan Hearns at forwards, 6-9 The- 
ron Barbour at center, and 6-4 An- 
thony Bias and 6-1 Mike Grote at 
guards. 
"Just like in other years, we'll use 
nine or ten players a game with our 
pressing style, Underhill said. "I 
think we will be more versatile this 
season, but we do lack experience 
playing together." 
Collegiate hockey - unpredictable 
world as 'parity' invades the sport 
The name of the game in big-time 
athletics these days is "parity." Just 
ask all those Browns fans, those 
Raiders fans, those Georgetown fans, 
those Philadelphia Flyer fans, and 
those Michigan football fans, who saw 
championship hopes taken away by 
those commonly thought of as the 
mediocrity of athletics. 
Parity - NFL Commissioner Pete 
Rozelle s pet peeve - has been 
adopted by the NCAA, a fact to which 
the recent football and basketball 
scores can attest. And the NHL is no 
longer a three team league, as the 
Minnesota North Stars and the 
Edmonton Gretskys, er, Oilers topple 
the powers that were. 
An, but there is always a sanctuary 
for those looking for good, old 
fashioned total dominance - the 
wonderfully predictable world of 
collegiate hockey. That is where you 
can place money on four teams, out of 
hundreds, and they will surely pay off 
if you are picking the national 
champions. Minnesota, Wisconsin, 
North Dakota, and, depending on the 
year, either Michigan Tech or Boston 
College. Other teams may come and 
go, but you can always see at least 
two of these teams in the final four. 
BUT THE GOOD old days seem to 
be over, as the dreaded plague of 
parity has struck in the collegiate 
hockey ranks. Predictability has gone 
out the window, taking with it the 
rankings of some very respectable 
programs. The only way to look at the 
situation is one week at a time. 
The season started out respectably, 
with no major upsets, as the top- 
Sideline 
Tracy Collins 
News staff reporter 
ranked team of North Dakota came to 
Bowling Green and swept the 
Falcons. From there, things got a 
little sticky. Michigan Tech, last 
year's third place team, was swept by 
Michigan, a perrenial also-ran. 
Miami knocked off Western 
Michigan, the first time the Redskins 
had ever beaten a CCHA team (they 
have done it twice since). The Falcons 
seemed to be the only team to follow 
form, losing twice to Wisconsin, who 
played so impressively they not only 
swept the series but they swept into 
the number one ranking. 
BG was again involved in a key 
series in the third week, and the 
Falcons were again swept, this time 
by Michigan State, as the Spartans 
firmly established themselves as one 
of the top 10 teams in the nation. 
Michigan Tech was upset again, this 
time by Western Michigan. 
IT LOOKED LIKE the Falcons 
would have their turn to beat up on 
Michigan Tech, but BG blew a pair of 
two-goal leads in the first game en 
route to a tie and a loss. Michigan, 
ranked seventh in the nation, lost to 
Lake Superior, generally considered 
the scourge of the league. Northern 
Michigan, a final four participant the 
last two seasons, lost to Ohio State, 
giving the Buckeyes their only CCHA 
win in six tries. Wisconsin beat up on 
Minnesota, and from there, things 
really started to get wild. 
In the next two weeks, Miami 
knocked off Northern Michigan and 
Ferris State. Western Michigan tied 
Michigan, who in turn upset Michigan 
State, and Lake Superior beat 
Michigan Tech, which has quickly 
turned from a power to a 'whipping 
boy' team. Ana quietly, the Falcons 
swept both Lake Superior and 
Western Michigan, to move into the 
top five in the league. 
The clincher came last weekend, 
though, as Western Michigan, a team 
that had been looking worse every 
week, stormed back and upset top- 
ranked Wisconsin. That was the same 
Wisconsin club that swept BG, 8-4 and 
9-3, and the same WMU squad that BG 
swept, 6-5 and 10-5. And Minnesota- 
Duluth, who had lost three and tied 
one against Michigan Tech, knocked 
off Northern Michigan. 
WHAT THIS ADDS up to, 
surprisingly, is that all those 
preseason polls are starting to come 
up right, which goes against all logic. 
North Dakota, as predicted, will 
probably move into first place 
nationally, followed by Wisconsin and 
Minnesota. Michigan State will move 
up, as well as hold firmly to their 
position atop the CCHA. And sneaking 
up, and possibly back into their 
ereseason eighth-place position, are 
le Falcons, who have now won six in 
a row. 
Parity. Exciting, but I think I will 
hang on to my betting money for now. 
Bengals have sights set on playoffs 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Now that the 
10-3 Cincinnati Bengals, in the midst 
of a five-game winning streak, have 
only three games left, even conserva- 
tive Coach Forrest Gregg concedes 
that they may make the NFL play- 
offs. 
"If we can continue playing ball the 
way we've been playing ... a lot of 
good things are within our reach," 
said Gregg on Monday, following Sun- 
day's 41-21 romp over the Cleveland 
Browns. 
Gregg, who was once fired by the 
Browns, said he placed the game ball   , 
on his living room mantel but wasn't   points against the Cleveland Browns, 
willing to dwell on it. but the roll we've been on is not a 
"I think they (Bengals) feel like 
they can" beat anybody. "But we 
can't ever lose sight of why we're 
winning - because of the effort, con- 
centration and execution," Gregg 
said. 
The players appeared to be brim- 
ming with confidence as they faced 
the three final games with San Fran- 
cisco, Pittsburgh and Atlanta. 
"THIS IS A DREAM season to us," 
said offensive guard Dave Lapham. 
"It's kind of unbelievable. No one 
goes into a game expecting to score 40 
staff photo by Dale Omoil 
Colin Irish (middle) works out during ■ defensive drill In yesterday's practice In Anderson Arena. Irish's 
health looms as a big lector this season for the Falcons, who host Wright State in a non-conference 
game at 7:30 p.m., tonight. 
Righetti named Rookie of the Year 
NEW YORK (AP) - Dave Righetti, 
the flame-throwing left-hander of the 
New York Yankees, earned the Amer- 
ican League Rookie of the Year 
Award with an impressive season. He 
had an 8-4 record and was the winning 
pitcher in the Yankees' pennant- 
clincher against Oakland. 
But the game he remembers best 
was the one he liked least -the third 
Ct of the World Series when he was 
ked out early by the Los Angeles 
Dodgers. 
"It's the last game you pitched and 
you think about that, Righetti said. 
"I lost my last game." 
Well, not really. Righetti was not 
the loser but the five tuts, two walks 
and three runs he surrendered in two- 
plus innings was hardly characteris- 
tic of his season. 
major shock to anybody. I don't think 
we've actually peaked," said Lap- 
ham. 
The Bengals, who remain in first 
Silace in the American Football Con- 
erence, still need to win at least one 
more game to clinch the playoffs. 
They also hope to defeat the Pitts- 
burgh Steelers in their own division. 
Sunday's game here with the 49ers 
is a sellout and will be televised 
locally, the Bengals said. The games 
with the Los Angeles Rams and the 
Denver Broncos were not sold out by 1 
p.m. Thursday and were not tele- 
vised. The games were sold out by 
game time, however. 
harp on that game," he said. "But 
I've heard a lot of 'What happened 
against the Dodgers?'" 
Righetti isn't sure how to answer 
the question. 
"IT WAS WEIRD," he said. "We 
didn't play good baseball. We gave up 
leads in all three games and they 
were all one-run games. That was 
hard to take." 
The Series loss was the only valley 
in a season of peaks for Righetti, who 
beat out Rick Gedman and Bob Ojeda, 
both of the Boston Red Sox, for the 
rookie award in balloting by the Base- 
ball Writers Association of America 
Monday. 
Righetti received 23 of the 28 first 
place votes from a BBWAA panel 
consisting of two writers in each of the 
14 American League cities. He fin- 
-'th 127 points, easily 
who received the other five 
first place votes and had 64 points. 
Ojeda was third with 36 points. 
SEVEN OTHER ROOKIES re- 
ceived votes but no player was named 
on all 28 ballots. 
Righetti, called up in May from 
Columbus of the International 
League, had a 2.06 earned run aver- 
age in 15 games and struck out 89 
batters in 105 innings. He credited 
Columbus pitching coach Sammy El- 
lis with helping him make it to the 
majors. 
Righetti, 23, thinks he can get bet- 
ter. 
"This was just my fourth year 
pitching," he said. "There's still room 
tor me to learn." 
The Yankees acquired Righetti 
from Texas in a 10-player trade fol- 
lowing the 1978 season and he had 
struggled with control problems in the 
minors before blossoming in 1981. 
"I hope the other numbers were   ished with beating 
impressive enough that people don't   Gedman, 
Women cagers rally to nip Wayne St. 
Bowling Green sophomore Cary 
McGehee sank three critical foul 
shots late in the game as the Falcons' 
women's basketball team rallied 
from an 11-point deficit in the second 
half to nip Wayne State, 73-69, last 
night, in Detroit. 
McGehee, who came off the bench, 
led all scorers with 21 points, despite 
playing only 19 minutes: 
With 4:46 remaining in the 
game and the Tartars still leading by 
five, 65-60, the Falcons reeled off ten 
unanswered points and McGehee 
sank her crucial free throws that put 
the Falcons up for good. 
BG coach Kathy Bole said the Fal- 
cons resorted to a full court press late 
in the game, which forced the Tarters 
to commit some key turnovers. 
"This win was a real team effort," 
Bole said. "Diane Robinson, who 
usually is not one of our top scorers, 
had 13 points and Cary (McGehee) 
played another great game coming 
off the bench." 
BG's Chris Tuttle chipped in with 11 
points while Melissa Chase and 
Sherry Eubanks each added eight. 
The Falcons, now 2-0, return to the 
road this weekend when they travel to 
Adrian to play in the Adrian Tourna- 
ment. 
Sports briefs- 
A year makes quite a difference for Cleveland, Sipe Bob Lute snared the all-campus racquetball championship by defeat- ing Bill Cunningham 21-7,21-10. 
Burkett, independent. 
A record 114 wrestlers competed in 
the tournament. 
CLEVELAND (AP) - "One thing 
about the game of football," says 
Brian Sipe, "is that nothing stands 
still. You either get better or worse." 
After the superb season the Cleve- 
land Browns quarterback had in 1960, 
there was little room for im- 
provement. Sipe was the National 
Football League's most valuable 
player and top-rated passer. 
"I don't know what to say. I'm as 
frustrated as everyone else,' he said, 
reflecting on Sunday's 41-21 drubbing 
by the Cincinnati Bengals. "After 22 
seasons in football, I have to just say 
that this is one of those seasons." 
The loss dropped the Browns, de- 
fending champions in the American 
Conference Central Division, to 5-8, 
eliminating them from playoff con- 
tention. 
"We're seeing all kinds of different 
defenses, different defensive 
schemes," Sipe said. "Teams had six 
months to analyze us and adjust to us. 
We felt we had made the necessary 
changes to counter that, but we just 
haven't executed well." 
Sipe has thrown 21 interceptions 
this season and has suffered because 
of injuries to his receivers and offen- 
sive line. Receivers Dave Logan and 
Reggie Rucker, center Tom DeLeone 
and guard Henry Sheppard have all 
been injured at various times. 
Sipe has also been shaken up seve- 
ral times, most recently Sunday when 
he was hit hard by Bengals linebacker 
Reggie Williams late in the game. 
'"There's no way in the world my 
memory will not serve me well as to 
what Brian Sipe has accomplished." 
Rutigliano said. 
Theta Chi captured the 1961 frater- Theta Chi also won the fraternity 
nity wrestling title with 30.5 points, hockey championship, as they de- 
Sigma Chi finished second with 17 feated Kappa Sigma, 7-2, in the finals. 
Individual champions were as fol- 
lows: 135 - Sherrill, Sigma Phi Epsi- 
lon; 145 - Wadley, independent; 155 - 
Sausaverra, Theta Chi; 165 - Tapp, 
independent; 175 - Poska, Theta Chi; 
190 - Stein. Theta Chi; Heavyweight - 
Theta Chi's wrestling and hockey 
championships enabled Theta Chi to 
take the fraternity all-sports race 
lead by one-half point over Phi Kappa 
Tau. 
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St. Nick business booming in B.G. 
Galloway places himself as Santa 
by Beth Holzheimer 
News reporter 
In the off season, this Santa Claus is 
the director of University Placement 
Services. But the last thing Jim Gallo- 
way needs over the holidays is help 
finding work. 
"This year I'm getting swamped," 
Galloway said as he pulled out his 
engagement calendar. Everyday he 
gets phone calls from groups needing 
a Santa. "Saturdays, Sundays, eve- 
nings, luncheons.. .I'm booked solid. 
But if I have the time I'll do it." 
He doesn't charge a fee. "I just love 
to do it," he said. 
Galloway supplies his own white 
mustache, twinkling eves, rosy 
cheeks and smile to his tailored santa 
suit. He also thought about growing 
his own beard to replace the one that 
came with the costume. 
"That thing itches like the devil," 
he said. "The first thing you do (after 
an appearance as santa) is take the 
beard off. The rest doesn't bother 
ya." 
Then Galloway laughed - just like 
you'd expect a Santa Claus to laugh - 
15. He will also wear his kilt and hose. 
The theme this year? "Tis the season 
to be Scottish," of course. 
Galloway loves the children. "Two-, 
'It's really great to see people, 
and how they change at Christmas... 
You don't have anyone that's not happy.' 
--Jim Galloway 
and added, "I'm getting to the point 
physically that I don't have to wear a 
pillow any more." 
GALLOWAY has a unique variation 
of the traditional Santa suit that he 
especially enjoys wearing. He is a 
member of the Shrine Scotch Bagpip- 
ers Band-Highlanders in Toledo and 
Galloway will wear his Santa Claus 
top when performing with them Dec. 
three- and four-year-olds. That's the 
best group. Some are extremely shy," 
he said, ''but some just talk like a 
bagpipe." 
Tne elderly are just as special to 
Galloway. "One of the real problems 
in these age homes is loneliness," he 
explained, "even though they have a 
lot of activities." When Santa Gallo- 
way visits the nursing homes, he sees 
"their eyes light up'"and he realizes 
how much he has to be thankful for. 
"When you see people bed-ridden," he 
said, "boy, it really sinks in." 
Last year, Galloway stepped into 
the display window at Earls business 
supply store with a life-size Santa 
mannequin. "People would go by and 
I would wave," he laughed. He en- joyed watching their surprised reac- 
tions. "It's really great to see people 
and how they change at Christmas. 
Christmas spirit....You don't have 
anyone that's not happy," he said. 
"There's a different feeling around 
people." 
The director of placement con- 
cluded that "you gotta be some kind 
of nut" to enter the Santa Claus pro- 
fession. "It keeps you out of mis- 
chief," he added. But if that's true 
Galloway and his brother, both 
dressed in their Santa Claus cos- 
tumes, wouldn't have stood in line at a 
Tampa unemployment office last 
Dec. 26. 
Book offers tips on Yuletide 
by Kathleen Koshar 
News staff reporter 
As the holiday season nears, host- 
esses around the world are shopping 
and preparing to make this Christmas 
the nicest ever. 
But to be a perfect hostess is not as 
easy as some guests might think. So 
Rose Henniker Heaton, author of 
"The Perfect Christinas," published 
in 1933, has offered some tips. 
After you have sent an invitation to 
your "nice but impecunious country 
cousin" to spend the holiday season in 
town, "make it quite clear that you 
intend paving her railway ticket and 
incidental expenses." 
Send her Christmas gifts at once: 
she may need them for the trip. And 
remember, Heaton said. "The most 
useful thing you can possibly send her 
is a black lace evening frock and the 
most useless is a gorgeous feather 
fan." 
GIVE HER A GAS FIRE in her 
bedroom and a hot water bottle in her 
bed, because after all, Heaton said, if 
Sou are going to have your cousin In 
or the holidays, do her handsomely! 
For those who actually like practi- 
cal jokes, Heaton suggested changing 
the luggage labels on the luggage of 
departing guests of arranginglo have 
an invisible guest at the dinner table. 
Everyone must address remarks to 
him and roar at his Jokes except the 
person on whom the trick is being 
played. 
Christmas is not Christmas without 
the perfect stocking and Heaton sug- 
gested wrapping a tangerine in gold 
paper for the toe of a large-size golf 
stocking and a tinsel ball in the heel to 
help preserve the shape. To Oil the 
stocking, try to find chocolate letters 
that spell the owner's name, a box of 
dominoes, a walnut with a thimble 
inside, a pencil sharpener like a globe 
of the world or a box of gay crackers 
to stick out of the top. 
For boring afternoons during the 
holiday season when the house is 
filled with guests, Heaton described 
several games such as the Woolworth 
Party. "You choose a wet afternoon 
when outdoor amusements are impos- 
sible and you present each of your 
guests with a sixpence. 
THEY TAKE THEMSELVES off to 
Woolworth's and each buys secretly 
what he or she considers the best 
bargain. After tea. these are all 
spread out in the drawing room and 
there is voting for the Best Bargain. 
Or each girl can wear her bargain and 
let the others spot it if they can." 
For an evening of competition fun, 
Heaton suggested a game called Dish 
and Fish in which each competitor is 
given a paper fan and a piece of red 
tissue paper cut in the shape of a 
goldfish. 
At the end of the room are four 
cardboard dishes. The race is run in 
heats of four people at a time and the 
object is to fan the fish into the dish 
first 
Christmas theatricals are always a 
grand way to liven up any holiday 
party but 
HEATON WARNED AGAINST the 
inclusion of several performances 
including an ambitious play written 
by the hostess with no point, recita- 
tions which make the audience wish to 
sink through the floor with embar- 
rassment or a mandoline solo by 
someone who has had twelve easy 
lessons. 
Presents, presents, presents; to 
many the best part of Christmas but 
for the hostess, a gift can be devesta- 
tingly embarrassing if not chosen 
with tact. Heaton offered several sug- 
gestions for each type of recipient. 
■ltd photo by Dun Koepfler 
In the only dressing room available, Jim Galloway, director ol Placemen! 
Office, straightens hia Santa outfit that ha wore at work yesterday. 
Greeting cards' designs vary in past 
Holiday cards date from 1450 when 
the earliest on record was a New 
Year's card. The crude woodcut 
printed in the Rhine Valley of Ger- 
many portrayed a Christ Child stand- 
ing in the bow of an ancient galley 
that's manned by angels. 
Historians claim that Christmas 
cards were first introduced in 1843, by 
Sir Henry Cole, the first director of 
the Victoria and Albert Museum in 
London. 
Sir Henry had one thousand copies 
of card hand-colored and sold them at 
Felix Summerly's Treasure House on 
Bond Street. They were not a retailing 
success. 
New themes were introduced in the 
art work on Christmas cards. In 1886, 
a 22-year old English art student 
named Kate Greenaway began popu- 
larizing sketches of fairies, elves and 
woodland animals. 
Finally the tradition crossed the 
Atlantic with a poor German printer, 
Louis Prang, who became the "Fa- 
ther   of   the   American   Christmas 
Card." In 1875, he issued the first line 
of cards, favoring tassels and fringe, 
satin plush and blown glass frosting. 
He published his famous cards until 
the 1890's, when an onslaught of imita- 
tions from Europe pushed him out of 
business. 
About 1900, Christmas card man- 
ufacturers turned away from illustra- 
tions and began to concentrate on the 
printed message inside. The illus- 
trated parts of the card were inciden- 
tal. 
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college night 
sale Thursday only! Our stores will close at 5:30 and re-open promptly at 7:00 p.m. for these great savings and more! Tomorrow 7:00 to 10:00 p.m., only at Macy's Bowling Green. 
we have so much to give 
Shop Macy's in Bowling Green: 
Mon., Thurs. & Fri. 9:45-9 — lues., Wed. & Sat. 9:45-5:30. 
Sunday Noon to 5 p.m. 
Macy's gives Golden Tokens with $5 purchase. 
Homespun Christmas. 
Drinks dazzle holidays 
MIBM«M London f ofl Cotton corduroy Ml**** Winning Ways Suedo-look vests Entire Stock 
t>-«MhrcoMi misses Mazers warm-up suits by Jordache 
Young Collectors 
Sweaters save 25% save40% save40% save40% Entire stock' Storm coats, 100% cotton tailored 100% acrylic logging suits Vests to wear as accent 
stadium coats, long, sbon blazers in classic camel in navy, light blue or accessories m 5 fashion col- 
Misses sizes 8 16 
Reg $90-5140. 
Misses sizes 8 16 
Reg $55. sal* 833. 
raspberry Sizes. S.M.L 
Reg $42. Ml* 826 
ors  100% acrylic. S-M-L 
Reg $28. Ml* 16.80 save 20% 
sal* 87.50-102.50 Coals (0172) Active Wear (021) Coals (055) 
MM Com |0i69) (DM7) 
Young Collect Of Acrylic and wool Miss** 100% acryHe Updated fashion Misses elastic waist 
status denim leans blend sweaters pullover tweeters denim jeans woven pant 
save 25% 30-50%off save 30% sale ^5 sate*17 
Gloria Vanderbilt and Calvin Pullovers tunics and Turtlenecks. v-necks and Reg  20 00  Unique back- Reg 24 00 100% woven 
Klein 100% cotton denims v-necks in bnghts and crewnecks m bright fashion pocket treatments on 100% polyester pant with side 
5 pocket style 4 14 Reg pastels S-M-L Reg 
$12 $30 sal* 86-818 
colors S-M-L  Reg cotton denim Blue insets for easy-lit  Navy  By 
$44 $54 sale $33-40.50 $19 $25  sat* $12-817 Sizes 8-16 Eccobay 8-18 
0erwn(D6621 Voung WeslDot (0660) Westpon Sweaters (OtS8) Voung Westpon (0660) Westpon Separaies (0184) 
Misses denim lumper Alfred Dunner and Entire stock slip* 100% cotton print Entir* stock 
by David Brett Co* Cob coordinates and camisoles hipster panties misses sleepwear 
save30% sove30% save 25% sale 4/s6 save 25% 
100% cotton easytitting 100% polyester lor misses Full slips, half slips and Reg 2 00 each White Nylon tricot, brushed nylon 
denim jumper  Navy  Sizes sizes 10-18  Blouses, pants camisoles m fashion colors background with coor- and cotton flannel Gowns. 
8-16  Reg $25 tale 17.50 skirts, blazers Reg S-M-L. reg  $8-$24. dinating prints Sizes S-M-L pajamas, more' Reg. 
Weapon Sepa-ates (0t64) $18 $37 sal* 812-826 
Westpon Coordinates (0162) 
sake 86-818 
Oaywear (0442/600) 
Paniies (07) $12 545  sale $9-33.75 
Misses Sleepwear (0122/288) 
Famous maker fleece Warm and cozy Entire stock ol junior Entire stock junkx Junior cotton/polyester 
and chenille robes fleece robes turbktnd sweaters dressy blouses plaid shirts 
save 25% sales29 sale 13.30 save 30% sale^*? 
Wrap and zip styles Cotton Reg 39 00 Zip and wrap Ong $24 $30 Jewel neck, Polyester georgette, jac- Reg  11 00-21 00. save 
and acrylic  Kayser styles in 100% acrylic button shoulder, flashback quards. crepe de chines 27% to 57%i Basic and 
Lisanne. Evelyn Pearson Tailored or trimmed  Red neckline m holiday 3 13 Reg $21 $37. novelty styles for |unior 
Reg $35 $45. blue. Lilac, agua colors S-M-L Ml* 14.70-25.90 sizes 5-13 
sale 26.25-33.70 Roues (064) Jr Knit lops (0635) Jr Woven Tops (D133) Jr Woven lops (01331 
Booes(064) 
Entire stock junior Perspective status Sav* on th* ticketed Entir* Mock Entir* stock small 
Esprit sportswear denim jeans price, all junior drosses junior coordinates leather good* 
30-50%off save30% save 20% 25-50% off save20% 
Pants and Sweaters 'in a Jordache  Bon Jour Regular and sale items' Blazers, slacks, tops in Leather and vinyl key 
variety ol popular styles Sasson and Gloria Vander Knits, woven styles, prints polyester/rayon and wool cases, wallets, secretaries. 
100% cotton woven and bilt  100% cotton. 5-13 and solids  5-13  Reg blends  5-13 more  Rolfs. Baronet, 
tleece Reg $20 $44 Reg $38 $54. $26 $92. Ml* 20.80-73.60 Reg  $28 $66 40. others  Reg  $10-$62. 
sal* $14-30.80 sal* 22.60-37.80 Junior Oesses (0115/315) Ml* $14-49.50 sale $8-49.80 
Perspective (0224) Perspective (0224) Jr   Coordinates (0214) Small Leather Goods (D98) 
Entire stock leather Entire stock Entire stock knit* Entir* stock Cubic Zlrconla pi*rc*d 
and vinyl handbags pierced earrings and gloves Desrtosm warm-ups earrings, pendants 
save 25% save 25% save 25% save 25% save50% 
Famous makers including Goldtone and silvertone Scarves, hats, mittens Misses and men's styles m Gold-tilled and 14K gold 
Aigner  Every bag in stock from Monet. Tnfari. Marvella hooded scarves Leather. solids and prints S-M-L XL settings Many carat 
Reg  $16 $100. $12-875 and others  Reg  4 50 $20. knit and suede gloves Reg Reg $7 $12. 5.25-89 weights Reg $34$138. 
Philhppe 30% off •al* 3.38-815 $6 $42  sole 4.50-31.50 Legwear (06) sal* $17-869 
Handbags |049'l '2) Fashion Jewelry (09) Kmts and Gioves (017) Precious Jewelry (0629) 
14K gold chains, Initials 14Kgotd Izod* knit* and Boys L*vl's" boot Farsn boys corduroy and 
and pierced earrings charm* sweaters tor boys cut |**ns poly**t*r coordinates 
save40% save30% save 20% save30% save 25% 
Also save on diamond pen- Many different styles, |ust Short sleeve polyester/cot- Polyester/cotton denim in Slacks and blazers in 100% 
dants and pierced earrings right tor that perfect, per- ton knits and Shetland wool lunor and prep sizes. 8-14. polyester or polyester/cotton, 
Reg $25 $220 $15-8132 sonalized gift Reg sweaters Sizes 8-20 Reg 25-30 waist Reg $15-$18. corduroy 8-20 Reg 
Precious Jewelry (0629) $13-$50. *ala 7.60-830 $16 $25 Ml* 12.80-820 sal* 10.50-12.60 17.50-47.50. 13.13-35.63 
Precious Jewelry (0629) Boys Tops (D74) Boys 8-20 (0677) Boys 8-20 (D58I 
0*1*7.14 Selected sweaters Girl* soMd or plaid Man's orton v-nack rs8 and wtntsr weight 
status denim jeans lor girls 7-14 woven blouM* or chenUt* sw*at*rs man's slack* 
save30% save 20% save 20% sate 512 21%-37% off 
Calvm Klein and Jordache Turtlenecks and cardigans Dressy and casual styles Reg 15 00 20 00 Machine Farah, Haggar and other 
100% cotton denim leans in 100% acrylic and Cotton/polyester  Sizes 7-14. washable orlon or acyrlic famous makers Wool, wool 
reg  $27$28  18.90-19.60 wool/acrylic blends Reg Reg $11 $13. 8.80-10.40 chenille  Many styles and blends and poly/cotton 
Gt'is Spoiswea- (03?) 8 50 $14  sal* 6.80-11.20 
Girts Sportswear (037) 
G.rls Sportswear (037) patterns 
Men 1 Sweaters (0107) 
blends Reg $28-$45. 
ssi*$22-$32 
Moderate Slacks (0195/232) 
Entire stock men's Entire stock men • Entire stock man s Entire stock man a Entir* stock men's 
tall, winter sportcoat* outerwear poty**t*r slacks »-, *>-«■ ■■■Ilstnl    as Ills It neevywiiyi u •Mifrre rob** and kimonos 
20-25% off 20-40% Off save 20% save 20% save20% 
Haggar and otners 100% Jackets, coats and vests Haggar Expandomatic Flannels and wools m Includes all designer robes 
wool, cotton corduroy. Nylon, poplin, leather, more Levi's Action Slacks, many plaids All machine Nylon/acetate, cotton'terry 
suede-look Reg $85$135. Many styles Reg 
$40$ 185 *ak» $28-8141 
more1 100% polyester Reg washable. S-M-L-XL. Reg. and polyester/cotton vetour 
•atasas-sioa $20 $26 Mkt $16-20.80 $13 $24. sals 10.40-19.20 Reg $21 $68. 16.8084.40 
Men i Separates (Dt95'232) Wens Outerwear (0102) Men s Slacks (Dt 13) Woven Sponshtrts (D39) Men s Furnishings (0111) 
I . 
A varietv of holiday drinks are asso- 
ciated with the Christmas season, but 
even the "usuaLs" can benefit from some 
innovation this year. By combining the 
old with the new, unique taste sensations 
are sure to be the reward. 
What would Christmas be like without 
the season's favorite - eggnog, for in- 
stance? This recipe is sure to be a wel- 
come taste treat for even the most 
dedicated traditional "egg-nogger": 
Italian Egg Nog 
Combine 1 cup milk and 1 egg. Beat or 
shake vigorously. Add 1 oz. Liquore Gal- 
liano. Pour into brandy snifter and chill in 
refrigerator. Garnish with chocolate 
curls and chopped nuts before serving. If 
desired. 
Here are three more palate-pleasers 
you'll want to mix up for guests-or just 
for yourself. They'll brighten any holiday 
Kthering and tempt everyone's taste- 
ds: 
Golden Dream 
Shake 1 oz. Liquore Galliano, 1/2 oz. 
orange juice, and 1/2 oz. cream in 
cracked Ice; strain into cocktail glass. 
Amaretto Mist 
Fill old-fashioned glass with crushed 
ice. Pour in Amaretto di Galliano and 
serve with a twist of lemon or a wedge of 
lime. 
Roman Stinger 
Mix 1 oz. Sambuca di Galliano, 1/2 oz. 
white creme de menthe, and 1 oz. cognac 
or brandy. Shake with ice and strain into 
cocktail glass. 
Holiday pie easy to make 
For a very cherry Christmas, try this 
dessert delight: Sour Cream Cherry Pie. 
It's a light refreshing way to greet the 
holidays. You can whip it up in no time at 
all, and it makes a great treat for family 
or friends. Add a few dabs of red food 
coloring and you have a festive Christmas 
pie. Chances are, you'll find yourself 
making it all year around. 
Sour Cream Cherry Pie 
Filling: 
1/2 cup sugar 
1/4 cup cornstarch 
2 one-pound cans tart cherries in juice 
1 teaspoon almond extract 
1 cup yogurt 
3 tablespoons sour cream 
11/2 teaspoons gelatin red food coloring 
10" graham cracker or cream cheese pie 
shell 
topping: 
1 cup whipping cream 
1 tablespoon confectioners' sugar 
1/2 teaspoon vanilla 
3-4 tablespoons sour cream 
Drain cherries and save the juice. Dis- 
solve gelatin in 1/2 cup of juice. Combine 
cherries, sugar, cornstarch and 1/2 cup of 
juice and cook until thickened. Stir in 
almond extract and dissolved gelatin. 
Add yogurt and sour cream and mix well. 
Cool. Blend in red food coloring to achieve 
desired color. Pour the filling into 10" pie 
shell and refrigerate until gelatin sets. 
Combine whipping cream, confection- 
ers' sugar, vanilla and sour cream and 
beat to the consistency of whipping cream 
(about two minutes). Top off the refriger- 
ated pie with this fluffy mixture. 
Crafts create Christmas 
How to make a Christmas Candle 
Take any size easy-opening waxed car- 
dboard carton, and drink up the liquid 
that's in it. Then put a regular table 
candle in the center, fill with crushed ice 
and pour hot paraffin wax until full. (The 
plastic coating will prevent sticking.) 
When it's cool, cut back the carton and 
pull out the finished candle. For extra 
color, decorate with rosettes of holly 
leaves. Then light the wick for a very 
attractive candle all will admire. 
How to make a Christmas Centerpiece 
Home-made holiday decorations are 
easy to make, and can be as elegant as the 
store-bought kind. For instance, make a 
little "tree" with loops of vari-colored 
ribbon and use at the peak of your big 
tree. Or, twist pipe cleaners around rose 
stems. Insert the flowers in a styrofoam 
cone, cover the cone with wide ribbon, 
and brighten the whole thing with spray- 
on glitter. It makes an unusual cen- 
terpiece for your Christmas table. 
Accenting fireplaces 
How to Make a Gingerbread Boy Tree 
Ornament 
First, you'll need a cookie cutter in the 
shape of a gingerbread boy. Your super- 
market or nousewares store will have 
one. 
To make the "boy", mix 1 cup salt with 
2 cups flour, then add 1 cup water, a little 
at a time. Knead 7-10 minutes until dough 
is smooth and putty-like. 
Roll dough about 1/4" thick, then use 
cookie cutter to cut the basic shape. 
Roll small pieces of dough for eyes, 
cheeks, etc. and moisten with water to 
attach. Poke hole at top for thread or 
yarn. Then, bake on cookie sheet (325*) 
till light brown, or let air-dry 48 hours on a 
clean window screen. 
When cool, varnish to protect from 
moisture, or paint any color you like. 
Then just hang on tree, or mantel, and 
enjoy the compliments...for many years. 
With care, your gingerbread boy can 
make repeat "performances" Christmas 
after Christmas 
Extra proud bakers sign and date every 
"boy"; it's the way to make memories. 
For old-style warmth 
With over half of all American house- 
holds equipped with fireplaces today, the 
warmth and cheer of an old-fashioned 
Christmas can be achieved by anyone 
who wants it, with a little planning and 
ingenuity. 
Whether you have the traditional man- 
tel front fireplace or a prebuilt, zero 
clearance type, decorative and functional 
accessories abound. Fireplaces remi- 
niscent of yesteryear and today's sleek 
modern versions still possess the same 
characteristic in common - the ability to 
become the center of attention, no matter 
where they are located in a room. 
No mantle for hanging the Christmas 
stockings? Try taping them on zero clear- 
ance units, as well as peppermint candy 
canes, wreaths and holly. Strings of pop- 
corn, cranberries and pine cones can lace 
factory-engineered fireplaces just as they 
Sacetully sweep existing mantels, with 
pe strategically placed. Just be careful 
that materials are not placed too near the 
fire. In addition, many fireplace acces- 
sory shops sell special mixes to add color 
to the fire for extra dramatic effect - be it 
orange, yellow, green or blue. 
TO BRING A BIT of country fresh air 
into your home, try burning a few dried 
pine cones with your wood logs. And, for 
dramatic lighting effects to further 
heighten the holiday season, put your 
lights on dimmer switches so bulb inten- 
sity can be reduced. Or, choose flickering 
candle-effect light bulbs for lamps lo- 
cated near the fireplaces or wood stove. 
Still dreaming up Christmas gift ideas 
for the person who has eveirthing? Does 
he or she have a fireplace or wood stove? 
Sixty-five percent of the time the answer 
will be, "yes," since that is the estimate 
industry sources put on the percentage of 
American households owning fireplaces 
or wood stoves today. Visit your local 
fireplace accessory shop and see what's 
on oie market. You'll be amazed at the 
number of items availble, and the range 
of styles and decorative finishes in which 
they are being offered. 
Fireplace Accessories 
• Tool sets (poker, brush and shovel, 
and some include a scissor tong) are 
available in gold and black, antique brass 
and wrought iron, and come in a wide 
range of styles. 
• Andirons - whether they are used 
purely for ornamentation or as metal 
supports for firewood, come in a variety 
of styles and decorator colors. 
• Fire backs - an old, but functional 
instrument, the fire back is made of metal 
and placed in back of the fire box to 
radiate more heat into a room. 
• Fireplace cooking utensils. These 
include grill attachments for broiling 
meats; iron kettles for soups and stews; 
pop corn poppers; steel cider pots; brass 
chestnut warmers; and grills and bean 
pots for cooking in wood stoves. 
• Still other fireplace accessories for 
the more traditional fire places are 
hearth brooms, indoor and outdoor log 
storage racks, and wood and coal 
scuttles. Ashes are a bonus product from 
auxiliary fireplaces. Wood ashes are a 
valuable source of potash in soluble form, 
rated at about 6 percent. They are an 
added boon to gardeners for use as a base 
for setting out potted plants In summer. 
Today's energy-conscious homeowners 
are seeking both esthetics and energy 
savings in their fireplace and stove acces- 
sories and they aren't about to sacrifice 
one for the other. 
• Gas logs are very popular this year. In 
fact, some people prefer having gas logs 
in their fireplaces rather than spending 
the extra time and money necessary to 
prepare or buy firewood. 
• Glass doors-other very popular items 
which are decorative as well as func- 
tional. For the last three years, glass 
doors have dominated the market in 
fireplace equipment. Tempered glass In- 
creases safety, keeps the hearth clean, 
closes off fuel-robbing drafts in the room, 
but not the chimney, and lets you go to 
bed with the fire still going. 
Tke »C Newi DtctaW 2, 1MI * 
Holiday fantasy land: 
Shop offers abundance of Christmas decorations 
Customers browsathrough the Christmas World store In Toledo. 
goods all year. 
The store Is the only one in the area that sells Christmas 
by Craie Hyde 
News staff writer 
As you walk into Barbara Poiry's 
world of Christmas magic you will be 
surrounded by a fantasia of holiday 
fun that will surprise and amaze you 
wherever your eyes wander. 
Not a bit of space is left unfilled in 
Christmas World, Toledo's only year- 
round Christmas shop. Each corner 
and cranny is filled with bows, 
wreaths, and unusually decorative 
ornaments for the holiday season. 
In one corner a comically animated 
unicorn greets you as he stands 
among friends. 
Enveloped in a world of reds, golds, 
glitter and undeniably spirited par- 
aphernalia, the alligator and a vari- 
ety of gaily colored rocking horses 
seem almost real. 
AND POIRY, co-owner of the shop, 
says it is full only because she has to 
keep it that way to keep up with high 
consumer demand. 
She owns and manages the shop, 
which has been operating for three 
years, with her husband Pat and 
another couple. 
"We are a boat dealer in Oregon, 
Ohio and we always had an-empty 
show room at the end of August," said 
Poiry explaining the need to fill 
space. 
"When we went to visit boat dealers 
down South we saw that they'd fill 
their empty space with Christmas 
stuff, "she said. 
ALTHOUGH NONE OF THE 
FOURSOME had any experience with 
crafts or decorations, Poiry said they 
agreed to try it. 
"We opened the shop during the off 
months, and traveled to Columbus to 
view and purchase merchandise, "she 
said. 
At first, many of the items were 
purchased but Poiry said they travel 
once a year to Texas to learn how to 
make new decorations and crafts. 
Poiry explained that as the boat 
business grew and new lines of boats 
came out, they felt the need to open a 
seperate shop just for the Christmas 
items. 
"Each store has its busy time, but 
I've found that the two complement 
each other.  We all  work at both 
Elaces," she said, explaining that her 
usband might be found selling china 
bells and tinsel while she is selling 
Mercury Starcraft boats on any given 
day. 
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"WE MAKE most of our money at 
Christmas time,"she said. "But we 
have people come in for wedding and 
shower gifts all the time." 
Poiry also mentioned lay-away, es- 
pecially since some of the fully deco- 
rated Christmas trees sell tor 950 
although they start at 250. 
"The prices really depend on what 
they pick, or how extravagant their 
taste is," she said. "I will go into the 
homes and decorate and set up for 
them. But I charge for this service," 
she warned. "It's an art." 
Although children would be fas- 
cinated upon entering Christmas 
World, Poiry says she is reluctant to 
have a lot of children in the store. 
"But we have some groups of women 
come in and spend three or four hours 
here." 
On a raised platform in front of a 
Christmas tree stands a mechanical 
white horse pulling a red sleigh carry- 
ing two mechanical life-like children. 
To look at the price tag of 670 
hanging from the horse one might 
think it a joke. 
But Christmas decorations are no 
g' ike, or even a mere hobby, explained 
oiry as she twisted red and gold 
ribbon into decorative bows with pre- 
cision like the professional that she is. 
64% 
CANCER CAN BE BEAT. 
American Cancer Society 
■WITH THIS COUPON 
# 30% OFF 
all art supplies 
excludes framing and matting 
THE ART STUDIO 
132 N. Main 
352-4911 
COME BLOW YOUR HORN!!!! 
The Athletic Band and Concert Bands are now organizing, 
for Winter Quarter.   Any student interested in Athletic 
Band should contact the Band Office 372-2181.   Ext. 249 to 
obtain additional information.   Brass especially needed! 
Auditions for the 3 Concert Bands will begin Monday. 
11/30.   Students interested in the Concert Bands should sign 
the list posted outside Room 1010 Musical Arts Center, or 
telephone 372-2181. Ext. 249 for further information 
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TEA CHERS 
Teaching jobs seem fewer and fewer each 
year. Although it's unfair, most jobs are 
found by knowing someone or being at the 
right place at the right time. 
We can't help you know someone, but we 
can put your qualifications in the hands of 
every superintendent of a local, city, ex- 
empted village, or J. V.S. in Ohio. 
Protect your financial investment in your 
education. For less than $40.00, we will 
put your qualifications in the right place at 
the right time — 10 times each year. 
Send one dollar to Midwest Educational 
Advertising, P.O. Box 9505, Canton, Ohio 
44711 for more information and forms that 
could get you a job in the right school 
district. 
$5.00 OFF 
ANY PURCHASE OVER $20.00 
or 
$10.00 OFF ANY PURCHASE 
OVER $50.00 
FALCON HOUSE 
140E.WOOSTER 
NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY 
SPORTSWEARSHOP 
10-5:30M-SFRITIL9 
GOOD TIL 12/12 
Many Sale Priced Items 
Throughout Store 
ZJke J-^owder f uff 
525 Ridge Street 
ATTENTION 
Student 
Government 
Association 
Petition for Candidacy 
1. Dales of the election are January 20 and 21. UK 
2. Deadline lor petitions is January 13. 1982. at 5 00pm 
3. When the petition is dropped off. a copy of the campaign rules will be given out 
4 The undergraduate student must be ui good academic standing, and currently enroll- 
ed at Bowling Green State University 
i Students running for at-large representative, vice-president, and president position.. 
must have completed at least one lull academic year at Bowling Green State University 
Term of office is: January 25 • the end of spring quarter, 1M2. 
6 Students running for district on and off campus representatives must have completed 
at least one academic quarter at Bowling Green State University 
The term of office is: January 25 - third week of fall quarter (semester) ltfQ. 
Signatures for petitions may be obtained from people within your district. 
7 20 out of 25 signatures must valid 
Christmas GIFT IDEA 
. Aft„iSci fy 
FUDGE 
from 
Csfafifie- 
A special gift idea for that special someone • 
sweetheart, relative, business associate, friend. 
KLmberly Fudge Shoppe will send a gift 
(one pound! of fudge U.P.S. for $6.00 including 
shipping and 'handling. (Orders to California. 
Washington, Oregon. Alaska & Hawaii add J1.5C 
for U.P.S. -airmail' 
CUP & SAVE  
peanut butte 
maple p»car 
D buffer petar 
1
     vanilla 
pina coloda 
_   , SELECT UP TO 2 FLAVORS 
chocolate 
chocolate walnut 
chocolate mint 
chocolate pecan 
choc   rocky rood 
TOTAL $6 00 PER ORDER 
Your name • address 
Send to 
Card to read 
\ CLIP & SAVE ' 
fof oddltioAOl wd«ft otMch notottary .nloicno.ion Moil oid*.. wilh ihoct. of monoy OIOOII 10 
Kimborly Fudgo Shoppy 475 (off Woo.ty.   cowling Ofpoo OH 4)403. 
-BotWK] WooftW Wyw Shoe' 
CHRISTMAS ORMRS SHOULD H RICIIVIO IT DIC. 10«h 
FOR P«l CHRISTMAS PtUVtRY.  
Remember last January, or was 
it February, when a pizza would 
have warmed up a cold night 
with the books? There's someone 
on your Christmas list that would 
love to get A PISANELLO'S GIFT 
CERTIFICATE. We have them in just about any price range, from 
a sub to a large pizza and 
anything in between. We've got 
the best in pizzas and 
subs, a great line of extras, 
and now the best GIFT CERTIFICATE 
in town. But you knew that. 
WE'RE PISi\NELLO'S CALL: 352-5166 
CERTIFICATES/PIZZAS CAN BE DELIVERED FREE 
f 
Ph. 352-5166 
203 North main 
BOWLING GREEN 
ITIllG Nm Denatbtr 2. 1MI 
night 
sale Thursday only! Our stores will close at 5:30 and re-open promptly at 7:00 p.m. for these great savings and more! Tomorrow 7:00 to 10:00 p.m., only at Macy's Bowling Green. 
we have so much to give 
Shop Macy's in Bowling Green: 
Mon., Thurs. & Fri. 9:45-9 — Tu«*., Wed. & Sat. 9:45-5:30. 
Sunday Noon to 5 p.m. 
Macy's gives Golden Tokens with $5 purchase. 
Homespun Christmas. 
Drinks dazzle holidays 
Minn London Fog Cotton corduroy Misses Winning Ways Suede look vests Entire Stock 
aH-weather coets misses blazers warm-up suits by Jordache 
Young Collectors 
Sweaters save 25% save40% save40% sove40% Enure slock1 Stofm coals. t00% cotion tailored 100% acrylic jogging suns Vests to wear as accent 
stadium coals, long, short blazers in classic camel in navy, light blue or accessories m 5 fashion col- 
save 20% Misses sizes 8-16 Reg $90 $140 Misses sizes 8-16 Reg $55 sale 533. raspberry Sizes. S.M.L Reg $42 sate S26 ors  100% acrylic. S-M-L Reg 528 sale 16.80 
sat* 67.50-102.50 Coals (D172) Acme Wear (021) Coats (OSS) 
Mnaei Coals (DI69) (0647) 
Young Collector AcryHc and wool Mitset 100% acrylic Updated fashion Misses elastic waist 
status denim leant bland sweaters pullover sweaters denim j#sns woven pant 
save 25% 30-50%off save30% scried sale5!? 
Gloria Vanderbill and Calvin Pullovers, tunes and Turtlenecks. v-necks and Reg 20 00 Unique back- Reg 24 00  100% woven 
Klein 100% cotton denims v-necks m bnghts and crewnecks m bright lasrvon pocket treatments on 100% polyester pant with side 
5 Docket style 4-14  Reg pastels S-M-L Reg 
$12 $30 sale $6418 
colors S-M-L  Reg cotton denim Blue insets for easy-fit Navy By 
$44 $54  sale $33-40 50 $19 $25 sale 512-517 Sizes 8-16 Eccobay 8-18 
Derwn (0662) Voung Weslpc*' (0660) Westpon Sweaters (DI88) Young Westpon (0660) Westpon Separates (D184) 
Misses denim jumper Alfred Dunner and Entire stock slips 100% cotton print Entire stock 
by David Brett Coa Cob coordinates and camisoles hipster panties mltses slespwsar 
save30% save30% save 25% sale 4/s6 save 25% 
100% cotton easy lining 100% polyester lor misses Full slips, half slips and Reg 2 00 each White Nylon tricot, brushed nylon 
denim jumper Navy Sizes sizes 10-18 Blouses, pants. camisoles m fashion colors background with coor- and cotton flannel Gowns. 
8 18  Reg  $25. sate 17.50 skirts, blazers Reg SML  reg $8 $24 dinating prints Sizes S-M-L paiamas. more' Reg. 
Weapon Separates 10184) $18 $37 sale $12-526 
Wesloon Coordinates (D162) 
sale 56-518 
Oaywear (D442/600) 
Panties (07) $12 $45 sale $9-33.75 
Misses Steepwear (0122/288) 
Famous maker fleece Warm and cozy Entire stock of Junior Entire stock junior Junior cotton/polyester 
and chenille robes fleece robes furblend sweaters dresay blouse* plaid thirtt 
save 25% sales29 sale 13.30 sove30% sale8^*? 
Wrap and zip styles Cotton Reg 39 00 Zip and wrap Ong  524 $30 Jewel neck, Polyester georgette. |ac- Reg 11 00-2100. save 
and acrylic  Kayser. slyles in 100% acrylic button shoulder. Ilashback guards. crepe de chines 27% to 57%t Basic and 
Lisanne, Evelyn Pearson Tailored or trimmed Red. neckline m holiday 3 13 Reg  521-537. novelty styles lor )unior 
Reg $35 $45. blue. Lilac, agua colors S-M-L sal* 14.70-25.90 sizes 5-13 
ute 26.25-33.70 
Wooes (064) 
P.ooes(D64> Jr Kn.i Tops (0635) Jr   Woven lops (0133) Jr Woven tops (0133) 
Entire stock junior Perspective ststus Save on the ticketed Entire stock Entire slock small 
Esprit sportswear denim jeans price, all junior dresses junior coordinates leather goods 
30-50%off save30% save20% 25-50% off save20% 
Panls and Swearers in a Jordache. Bon Jour Regular and sale items1 Blazers, slacks, tops in Leather and vinyl key 
vanely ol popular styles Sasson and Gloria Vander- Knits, woven styles, prims polyester/rayon and wool cases, wallets, secretaries 
100% cotton woven and bilt  100% cotton, 5-13 and solids 5-13 Reg blends 5-13 more Rolfs. Baronel. 
lleece Reg $20544. Reg 538-554. 526 592. sale 20.80-73 60 Reg 528 566 40 others  Reg $10-562. 
sale $14-30.80 sale 22.60-37.60 Junior Oesses (0tI5<3t5) aala SI 4-49.50 sate $8-49.80 
Perspective (0224) Perspective (0224) Jr Coordinates (D214) Sma« learner Goods (D98) 
Entire stock leather Entire stock Entire stock knits Entire stock Cubic Zirconia pierced 
and vinyl handbags pierced earrings and glove* Desrf oam warm-ups earring*, pendants 
save 25% save 25% save 25% save 25% save50% 
Famous makers including Goldtone and silvertone Scarves, hats, mittens. Misses and men's styles in Gold filled and l4Kgok) 
Aigner  Every bag in stock Irom Monet. Tntan. Marvella hooded scarves  Leather. solids and prints S-ML-XL settings Many carat 
Reg $16-5100. $12-575 and others Reg 4 50 $20. knit and suede gloves  Reg Reg  57 512  5.25-59 weights Reg $34 5138. 
Philhppe 30% oil sale 3 38-515 $6 542 sale 4.50-31.50 Legwear (06) saie$17-$69 
Handbags (049'" 2) Fashion Jewelry (09) Kntls and Gloves (017) Precious Jewelry (D629) 
14K gold chains, Initials 14KgoM Izod* knits and Boys Levi's' boot Farah boys corduroy and 
and pierced earrings charms sweaters tor boys cut jeant polyester coordinates 
sove40% sove30% save20% save 30% save 25% 
Also save on diamond pen- Many different styles, just Short sleeve polyester/cot- Polyester /cotton denim m Slacks and blazers in 100% 
dants and pierced earrings right lor that perfect, per- ton knits and Shetland wool lunior and prep sizes. 8-14. polyester or polyester/cotton, 
Reg  $25 $220  $15-5132 sonalized gift Reg sweaters Sizes 8-20 Reg 25-30 waist Reg 515-518. corduroy 8-20 Reg. 
Precous Jewelry (D629) S13-S50  sake 7.60-530 516-525. aete 12.60-520 sale 10.50-12.60 17 50-47 50.13.13-35.63 
Precious Jewelry (0629) Boys Tops (074) Boys 8 20 (0677) Boys 8 20 (068) 
Girls 7-14 Selected tweeters Qarta *oNd or plaid Men's orion v-nack FaN and winter weight 
status denim jeans for girts 7-14 woven Mouses or chenWe sweaters man'* slacks 
save30% save 20% save20% sale 512 21%-37% off 
Calvin Klein and Jordache Turtlenecks and cardigans Dressy and casual styles Reg. 15 00-2000 Machine Farah, Haggar and other 
100% cotton denim leans in 100% acrylic and Cotton/polyester Sizes 7-14. washable orlon or acyrlic famous makers Wool, wool 
reg $27 $78  18.90-19.60 wool/acrylic blends Reg Reg 511513 6.60-10.40 chenille Many styles and blends and poly/cotton 
G-ris Sponswear (03') 8 50 $14, sate 6.60-11.20 
Girls Sportswear (03 7) 
Girls Sportswear (037) patterns 
Men's Sweaters (0107) 
blends Reg 528-545. 
*ale$22-$32 
Moderate Slacks (D195/232) 
Entire stock man's Entire) stock man's Entire stock man a Entire stock man's Entire Mock man'* 
fen, winter sportcoats outerwear polyester slacks heavyweight shirts robes and kimono* 
20-25% off 20-40%off save20% save 20% save20% 
Haggar and others 100% Jackets, coats and vests Haggar Expandomatic Flannels and wools m Includes all designer robes 
wool, cotton corduroy. Nylon, poplin, leather, more Levi's Action Slacks, many plaids All machine Nylon/acetate cotton'terry 
suede-look  Reg  $85 $135 Many slyles Reg 
$40-5185 aala $28-5141 
more! 100% polyester Reg washable S-M-L-XL. Rag. and polyester/cotton vetour 
sale $65-5108 520 526. sakt 616-20.60 $13$24. sale 10.40-19.20 Reg $21 $68. 16.6044.40 
Men's Separates ID'95/232) Men's Outerwear (0102) Men • Stadia (0113) Woven Soonsnuts (039) Man's Furmsnmgs (0111) 
. 
A variety of holiday drinks are asso- 
ciated with the Christinas season, but 
even the "usuals" can benefit from some 
innovation this year. By combining the 
old with the new, unique taste sensations 
are sure to be the reward. 
What would Christmas be like without 
the season's favorite - eggnog, for in- 
stance? This recipe is sure to be a wel- 
come taste treat for even the most 
dedicated traditional "egg-nogger": 
Italian Egg Nog 
Combine 1 cup milk and 1 egg. Beat or 
shake vigorously. Add 1 oz. Liquore Gal- 
liano. Pour into brandy snifter and chill in 
refrigerator. Garnish with chocolate 
curls and chopped nuts before serving, if 
desired. 
Here are three more palate-pleasers 
you'll want to mix up for guests-or Just 
for vourself. They'll brighten any holiday 
gathering and tempt everyone's taste- 
Golden Dream 
Shake 1 oz. Liquore Galliano, 1/2 oz. 
orange juice, and 1/2 oz. cream in 
cracked Ice; strain into cocktail glass. 
Amaretto Mis t 
Fill old-fashioned glass with crushed 
ice. Pour in Amaretto di Galliano and 
serve with a twist of lemon or a wedge of 
lime. 
Roman Stinger 
Mix 1 oz. Sambuca di Galliano, 1/2 oz. 
white creme de menthe, and 1 oz. cognac 
or brandy. Shake with ice and strain into 
cocktail glass. 
Holiday pie easy to make 
For a very cherry Christmas, try this 
dessert delight: Sour Cream Cherry Pie. 
It's a light refreshing way to greet the 
holidays. You can whip it up in no time at 
all, and it makes a great treat for family 
or friends. Add a tew dabs of red food 
coloring and you have a festive Christmas 
pie. Chances are, you'll find yourself 
making it all year around. 
Sour Cream Cherry Pie 
Filling: 
1/2 cup sugar 
1/4 cup cornstarch 
2 one-pound cans tart cherries in juice 
1 teaspoon almond extract 
1 cup yogurt 
3 tablespoons sour cream 
11/2 teaspoons gelatin red food coloring 
10" graham cracker or cream cheese pie 
shell 
topping: 
1 cup whipping cream 
1 tablespoon confectioners' sugar 
1/2 teaspoon vanilla 
3-4 tablespoons sour cream 
Drain cherries and save the juice. Dis- 
solve gelatin in 1/2 cup of juice. Combine 
cherries, sugar, cornstarch and 1/2 cup of 
juice and cook until thickened. Stir in 
almond extract and dissolved gelatin. 
Add yogurt and sour cream and mix well. 
Cool. Blend in red food coloring to achieve 
desired color. Pour the filling into 10" pie 
shell and refrigerate until gelatin sets. 
Combine whipping cream, confection- 
ers' sugar, vanilla and sour cream and 
beat to the consistency of whipping cream 
(about two minutes). Top off the refriger- 
ated pie with this fluffy mixture. 
Crafts create Christmas 
How to make a Christinas Candle 
Take any size easy-opening waxed car- 
dboard carton, and drink up the liquid 
that's in it. Then put a regular table 
candle in the center, fill with crushed ice 
and pour hot paraffin wax until full. (The 
plastic coating will prevent sticking.) 
When it's cool, cut back the carton and 
pull out the finished candle. For extra 
color, decorate with rosettes of holly 
leaves. Then light the wick for a very 
attractive candle all will admire. 
How to make a Christmas Centerpiece 
Home-made holiday decorations are 
easy to make, and can be as elegant as the 
store-bought kind. For instance, make a 
little "tree" with loops of vari-colored 
ribbon and use at the peak of your big 
tree. Or, twist pipe cleaners around rose 
stems, insert the flowers in a styrofoam 
cone, cover the cone with wide ribbon, 
and brighten the whole thing with spray- 
on glitter. It makes an unusual cen- 
terpiece for your Christmas table. 
Accenting fireplaces 
How to Make a Gingerbread Boy Tree 
Ornament 
First, you'll need a cookie cutter in the 
shape of a gingerbread boy. Your super- 
market or nousewares store will have 
one. 
To make the "boy", mix 1 cup salt with 
2 cups flour, then add 1 cup water, a little 
at a time. Knead 7-10 minutes until dough 
is smooth and putty-like. 
Roll dough about 1/4" thick, then use 
cookie cutter to cut the basic shape. 
Roll small pieces of dough for eyes, 
cheeks, etc. and moisten with water to 
attach. Poke hole at top for thread or 
yarn. Then, bake on cookie sheet (325*) 
till light brown, or let air-dry 48 hours on a 
clean window screen. 
When cool, varnish to protect from 
moisture, or paint any color you like. 
Then just hang on tree, or mantel, and 
enjoy the compliments...for many years. 
With care, your gingerbread boy can 
make repeat "performances" Christmas 
after Christmas. 
Extra proud bakers sign and date every 
"boy"; it's the way to make memories. 
For old-style warmth 
With over half of all American house- 
holds equipped with fireplaces today, the 
warmth and cheer of an old-fashioned 
Christinas can be achieved by anyone 
who wants it, with a little planning and 
ingenuity. 
Whether you have the traditional man- 
tel front fireplace or a prebuilt, zero 
clearance type, decorative and functional 
accessories abound. Fireplaces remi- 
niscent of yesteryear and today's sleek 
modern versions still possess the same 
characteristic in common - the ability to 
become the center of attention, no matter 
where they are located in a room. 
No mantle for hanging the Christmas 
stockings? Try taping them on zero clear- 
ance units, as well as peppermint candy 
canes, wreaths and holly. Strings of pop- 
corn, cranberries and pine cones can lace 
factory-engineered fireplaces Just as they 
gacetully sweep existing mantels, with 
pe strategically placed. Just be careful 
that materials are not placed too near the 
fire. In addition, many fireplace acces- 
sory shops sell special mixes to add color 
to the fire for extra dramatic effect - be it 
orange, yellow, green or blue. 
TO BRING A BIT of country fresh air 
into your home, try burning a few dried 
pine cones with your wood logs. And, for 
dramatic lighting effects to further 
heighten the holiday season, put your 
lights on dimmer switches so bulb inten- 
sity can be reduced. Or, choose flickering 
candle-effect light bulbs for lamps lo- 
cated near the fireplaces or wood stove. 
Still dreaming up Christmas gift ideas 
for the person who has everything? Does 
he or she have a fireplace or wood stove? 
Sixty-five percent of the time the answer 
will be, "yes," since that is the estimate 
industry sources put on the percentage of 
American households owning fireplaces 
or wood stoves today. Visit your local 
fireplace accessory shop and see what's 
on the market. You'll be amazed at the 
number of items availble, and the range 
of styles and decorative finishes in which 
they are being offered. 
Fireplace Accessories 
• Tool sets (poker, brush and shovel, 
and some include a scissor tong) are 
available in gold and black, antique brass 
and wrought iron, and come in a wide 
range of styles. 
• Andirons - whether they are used 
purely for ornamentation or as metal 
supports for firewood, come in a variety 
of styles and decorator colors. 
• Fire backs - an old, but functional 
instrument, the fire back is made of metal 
and placed in back of the fire box to 
radiate more heat into a room. 
• Fireplace cooking utensils. These 
include grill attachments for broiling 
meats; iron kettles for soups and stews; 
pop corn poppers; steel cider pots; brass 
chestnut warmers; and grills and bean 
pots for cooking in wood stoves. 
• Still other fireplace accessories for 
the more traditional fire places are 
hearth brooms, indoor and outdoor log 
storage racks, and wood and coal 
scuttles. Ashes are a bonus product from 
auxiliary fireplaces. Wood ashes are a 
valuable source of potash in soluble form, 
rated at about 6 percent. They are an 
added boon to gardeners for use as a base 
for setting out potted plants in summer. 
Today's energy-conscious homeowners 
are seeking both esthetics and energy 
savings in their fireplace and stove acces- 
sories and they aren't about to sacrifice 
one for the other. 
• Gas logs are very popular this year. In 
fact, some people prefer having gas logs 
in their fireplaces rather than spending 
the extra time and money necessary to 
prepare or buy firewood. 
• Glass doors - other very popular items 
which are decorative as well as func- 
tional. For the last three years, glass 
doors have dominated the market in 
fireplace equipment. Tempered glass in- 
creases safety, keeps the hearth clean, 
closes off fuel-robbing drafts in the room, 
but not the chimney, and lets you go to 
bed with the fire still going. 
The tG New. December 2, 1MI * 
Holiday fantasy land: 
Shop offers abundance of Christmas decorations 
Customers browMthrough the Christmas World store in Toledo. The store Is the only one in the area that sells Christmas 
goods all year. 
by Craif Hyde 
News staff writer 
As you walk into Barbara Poiry's 
world of Christmas magic you will be 
surrounded by a fantasia of holiday 
fun that will surprise and amaze you 
wherever your eyes wander. 
Not a bit of space is left unfilled in 
Christmas World, Toledo's only year- 
round Christmas shop. Each corner 
and cranny is filled with bows, 
wreaths, and unusually decorative 
ornaments for the holiday season. 
In one corner a comically animated 
unicorn greets you as he stands 
among friends. 
Enveloped in a world of reds, golds, 
glitter and undeniably spirited par- 
aphernalia, the alligator and a vari- 
ety of gaily colored rocking horses 
seem almost real. 
AND POIRY, co-owner of the shop, 
says it is full only because she has to 
keep it that way to keep up with high 
consumer demand. 
She owns and manages the shop, 
which has been operating for three 
years, with her husband Pat and 
another couple. 
"We are a boat dealer in Oregon, 
r 
Oja> &a» tt^aj»&d»P 
64% 
CANCER CAN BE BEAT. 
American Cancer Society cfetyf. 
Ohio and we always had an- empty 
show room at the end of August," said 
Poiry explaining the need to fill 
space. 
"When we went to visit boat dealers 
down South we saw that they'd fill 
their empty space with Christmas 
stuff ."she said. 
ALTHOUGH NONE OF THE 
FOURSOME had any experience with 
crafts or decorations, Poiry said they 
agreed to try it. 
"We opened the shop during the off 
months, and traveled to Columbus to 
view and purchase merchandise, "she 
said. 
At first, many of the items were 
purchased but Poiry said they travel 
once a year to Texas to learn how to 
make new decorations and crafts. 
Poiry explained that as the boat 
business grew and new lines of boats 
came out, they felt the need to open a 
seperate shop just for the Christmas 
items. 
"Each store has its busy time, but 
I've found that the two complement 
each other. We all work at both 
Elaces," she said, explaining that her 
usband might be found selling china 
bells and tinsel while she is selling 
Mercury Starcraft boats on any given 
day. 
"WE MAKE most of our money at 
Christmas time,"she said. "But we 
have people come in for wedding and 
shower gifts all the time." 
Poiry also mentioned lay-away, es- 
pecially since some of the fully deco- 
rated Christmas trees sell tor 950 
although they start at 250. 
"The prices really depend on what 
they pick, or how extravagant their 
taste is," she said. "I will go into the 
homes and decorate and set up for 
them. But I charge for this service," 
she warned. "It's an art." 
Although children would be fas- 
cinated upon entering Christmas 
World, Poiry says she is reluctant to 
have a lot of children in the store. 
"But we have some groups of women 
come in and spend three or four hours 
here." 
On a raised platform in front of a 
Christmas tree stands a mechanical 
white horse pulling a red sleigh carry- 
ing two mechanical life-like children. 
To look at the price tag of 670 
hanging from the horse one might 
think it a joke. 
But Christmas decorations are no 
(' oke, or even a mere hobby, explained 
'oiry as she twisted red and gold 
ribbon into decorative bows with pre- 
cision like the professional that she is. 
•WITH THIS COUPON 
# 30% OFF 
all art supplies 
excludes framing and matting 
THE ART STUDIO 
132 N. Mam 
352-4911 
COME BLOW YOUR HORN!! 
The Athletic Bond ond Concert Bands ore now organizing, 
lor Winter Quarter.   Any student interested in Athletic 
Band should contact the Bond Office 372-2181,   Ext. 249 to 
obtain additional information.   Brass especially needed! 
Auditions for the 3 Concert Bands will begin Monday. 
11/30.   Students interested in the Concert Bands should sign 
the list posted outside Room 1010 Musical Arts Center, or 
telephone 372-2181. Ext. 249 for further information 
'I t 
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TEA CHERS 
Teaching jobs seem fewer and fewer each 
year. Although it's unfair, most jobs are 
found by knowing someone or being at the 
right place at the right time. 
We can't help you know someone, but we 
can put your qualifications in the hands of 
every superintendent of a local, city, ex- 
empted village, or J. V.S. m Ohio. 
Protect your financial investment in your 
education. For less than $40.00, we will 
put your qualifications in the right place at 
the right time — 10 times each year. 
Send one ddllar to Midwest Educational 
Advertising, P.O. Box 9505. Canton. Ohio 
44711 for more information and forms that 
could get you a job in the right school 
district. 
$5.00 OFF 
ANY PURCHASE OVER $20.00 
or 
$10.00 OFF ANY PURCHASE 
OVER $50.00 
FALCON HOUSE 
140E.WOOSTER 
NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY 
SPORTSWEAR SHOP 
10-5:30M-SFRITIL9 
GOOD TIL 12/12 
Skyr Tops Underwear 
Handbags Night Shirts 
Camisoles Danskin Wear 
Selected Sweaters 
Many Sale Priced Items 
Throughout Store 
ZJne J-^owder [ uff 
525 Ridge Street 
ATTENTION 
Student 
Government 
Association 
Petition for Candidacy 
1. Dates of the election are January 20 and 21. HB2 
2. Deadline for petitions u> January' 13. 1982. at 500pm 
3 When the petition is dropped off, a copy of the campaign rules will be given out 
4 The undergraduate student must be m good academic standing, and currently enroll- 
ed at Bowling Green State University 
5 Studenta running for at-large representative, vice-president, and president position- 
must have completed at least one full academic year at Bowling Green State University 
Term of office is'  January' 25 - the end of spring quarter. 1982 
« Students running for district on and off campus representatives must have completed 
at least one academic quarter at Howling Green State University 
The term of office is Januar> 25 • third week of fall quarter isemester) 1982 
Signatures for petitions may be obtained from people within your district. 
7. 20 out of 26 signatures must valid 
Christmas GIFT IDEA 
FUDGE 
A special gift idea for that special someone - 
sweetheart, relative, business associate, friend. 
Kimberly Fudge Shoppe will send a gift 
(one pound) of fudge U.P.S. for $6.00 including 
shipping and 'handling. "Orders to California. 
Washington. Oregon, Alaska & Hawaii add $1.50 
for U.P.S.-air mail * 
 —— — CUP & SAVE  
SELECT UP TO 2 FIAVORS 
chocolate 
chocolate- walnut 
L_ chocolate mint 
chocolate pecan 
choc   rocky rood 
TOTAL S6.00 PER ORDER 
Your name & address 
Send to 
peanut butter 
maple pecan 
G butler pecan 
vanilla 
I pina colada 
Card to read 
CLIP & SAVE- 
For additional otdwi attach nocattoiy intormation   Moll oidoit with chock or mono, oroert ro 
Kimborlr Firdo. Shoopc-   4« (all Woottoi   lo-linr. Croon   OH 4MB. 
■■Bound WoooWf Wine Shop' 
CHMSTMAS MMM SHOULO M MCIIVID IT DIC. 10th 
KM Hl-CHRISTMAS DKIVWT.  
Remember last January, or was 
it February, when a pizza would 
have warmed up a cold night 
with the books? There's someone 
on your Christmas list that would 
love to get A PISANELLO'S GIFT 
CERTIFICATE. We have them in 
just about any price range, from 
a sub to a large pizza and 
anything in between. We've got 
the best in pizzas and 
subs, a great line of extras, 
and now the best GIFT CERTIFICATE 
in town. But you knew that. 
WE'RE PISANELLO'S CALL: 352-5166 
CERTIFICATES/PIZZAS CAN BE DELIVERED FREE 
I 
Ph. 352-5166 
203 North main 
BOWLING GREEN 
!• T*. M N»wt DKnkR 2, 1*1 
Shoppers look for gifts for $ 10 or less 
by Michelle Manlorico 
News reporter 
Christmas time. 
A time when family and friends get 
together to celebrate a joyous holi- 
day. A time for favorite foods and 
homemade cookies. A time to ring out 
the old and ring in the new. 
While Christmas has many spiritual 
meanings, it also has a materialistic 
characteristic - however big or small 
gifts. 
When it is time to buy gifts, every- 
one faces the dreaded question, 
"What should I buy so ana so for 
Christmas? He or she has everything 
-1 never know what to get." 
AFTER DOING some comparison 
shopping, it was found that 10 can buy 
a great gift for a friend or relative. 
For friends or relatives who like 
soap operas, how about some mem- 
orabilia that they can treasure for- 
ever. Whether they watch One Lite to 
Live, Days of Our Lives, Young and 
the Restless, or General Hospital, 
something with their favorite soap 
title written on it may be the perfect 
gift. ~ 
A drinking glass costs 4.50, beer 
mug 8.50, ashtray 3.75, key chain 2.50, 
candy dish 7.50, notebook 3.75 t-shirt 
9, and for those that cook and watch 
television at the same time, pot hold- 
ers for 5. 
Those who are Smurf buffs may be 
happy to receive a Smurf stuffed 
animal for 9, cup for 4, or a figurine 
for 1.50. Also, for Ziggy fans, the same 
items can be purchased a the same 
ices with Ziggy's face painted on 
Greek enthusiasts would more than 
likely be grateful to receive any kind 
of Izod item. Such as a pen or pencil 
holder for 4.50, checkbook cover for 3, 
writing pad set for 6.25, key chain for 
2, or canvas bag for 8.50. 
FOR A MORE personal gift, HoUy 
Hobbie plaques with themes that 
range from mother, friend, birthday, 
or anniversary cost 6.50. Decorative 
candles vary from large, 4.50, to 
small, 3.50. For those who are avid 
letter writers, a variety of stationery 
averages in price from 2.50-4.50. 
While writing on new stationery, a lap 
desk could come in handy for only 7. 
For someone who likes figuring 
things out - how about Rubik's Cube 
for 4, or an average-size puzzle for 6, 
and a king size one at 9. 
For those who want to give a gift to 
always be remembered, a tree orna- 
ment is one that can be used year 
after year. Hallmark ornaments cost 
only 4.50, and have themes for baby's 
first Christmas, grandmother, 
mother, father, or friend. 
For those who like drinking games, 
Passout or Chug-a-lug each cost 8. 
And for those who want to carry-out 
some of that drink, a wine flask costs 
6. 
SURPRISE those that like to read 
with the latest best-selling paperback 
for only 3.96. 
A1982 calendar is a must for every- 
one, so girls would like receiving the 
new "buns" calendar which costs 5.95 
while the guys can bring in the new 
year with a Bo Derek calendar that 
costs 7.95. The Miss Piggy calendar 
costs 6.95, and the Cosmic calendar 
7.95. 
If you want to buy someone an 
unusual or different gift, here are a 
few for thought. A "Just for Laughs 
Box", is a little plastic box with a 
person's voice continuously laughing, 
which costs 7. Or bow about some 
unusual toilet paper with crossword 
puzzles printea on it. Or people out 
there who are always "pulling some- 
one's leg," B.S. Repellent may be the 
thing they need for only 3. 
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THEN TW8 (S ROM YOU- THE NO Ml 
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and outot. Lasvaah* Court 352-7246 
I Manor   Ph   362-6302 (12-4) or 
362 7366 
M   raws   tor W»   4 Spr   Oka. to ahara 
kjmamad apanknant   MlaVno. Cat 362- 
RfJfTCHEAPt   . 
■ 710 7th St 
I 362-6062 
iaw4aaratfl 
■SAWaSr     CALL    MOW Mr 
M.   MOOrtno. 
35>6«21 
■waaawaaw MIIH W» 4 spr qfes 
Heuaa at: 720 MamfJs (Ntoa kxakon) 
Contoct Jf» Maugar Ph 362-2466 
Wn- 4 Spr OH., In aachanga tor babyaR- 
■b| 4 sght houaakaapng Cat 354-1024 
WE THOUGHT WE HAD THE ROOM 
RBfTtD. SUT WE OOATT. 1 bdrm , prhaAs 
batl. oook pnV. aaahar tor ONLY 
MOO mo . 1'4 ufi oval DOC 6 F prat 
353-4011 psratoasnsy  
I M. RMTEt. NEEDED FOR WTR. OTTL 
RtsfT N *74MO. PLUS UTILrTIES CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS 71 • E. WOOSTHL CALL 
ISMTtS. 
1   F   RMTE   FOR WTR. 4 SPR   QTRS 
OFF—CAMPUS APT   BRAND NEW. BE- 
HINO OFFENHAUEH   CAU 352-2443 
1 F nwto naadad tor a*. 4 apr gb 802 
6m St 354 1904  
1 I to ahara 2 boh* apt Own room 
•102 50 mo 4 u« Ctoaa to carnpua Cat 
(216)731-4315 
1 M   rmta   tor aahar 1 o*r   or 2   Frszoo 
ctoaa to campus. caS 
1 or 2M rmtoa 
torn apt. (l06nno no uN wV 4 spr 352- 
4342 
Halp Wantsd-Northam MKh aki resort Is 
lootong tor oocfctaf wsAYssaas tor Xmas 
braak Good monay and good barwAav 
BanatNs axtoda baa sung M two major NO 
areas Appry si 731 Hagh St Apt #75 Cat 
352-7039 tor appt Ask tor Kan 
BABYSITTERS NEEDED 
Trans 4 rsf requved 
Please cai 352-1234 anytime 
Ctavawnd Summer Joba '4 10 per hour 
Coaega Pwnteta. mc has over 70 poarBona 
a.WUbfci In axtortor houae panting mtar 
waw aaaaione 1pm Saturdays-Dec 19 4 
26 at 13020 Onwmore. Ctovetond. sJhto 
44120 (216) 752-6000 Wnaa or CSl tor 
Dnvers   Must have own car   Apply 2 4. 
Sub M. Oucfc 143 E   Woo-'*- 
MCVCLI FOR SALE. WITH   BASKETS. 
BEST OFFER, 152-6416.  
For aaw   Ski boots   9 1/2 mans   Kaber 
i   '50   CM 352 0159' 
I roBsrs tor spot weight reducbon 
'75   PorWbto sauna beih. pluoa m any 
whers   '200 523 3416  
MmaAurs Daschunds AKC *150-20Oprs 
van* "o."' Can hok) N Xmas Cat Darmi 
3720161 art 237  
Mowng Sato   HouaahoW 4 kAchan asms 
Low pneaa   Evas   6-9pm   263 S   Enlsr- 
pnaa. BO  
SWso system 35 watts, channel VG con 
OVAnn *276 CaB 362 2678 ahar 4pm 
Apt aval attar Dec 13 wahm houae UN 
TOtod . waaher'dryer Landkxd wB pay 1 '2 
ottoodbB •160/mo. 336 Derby St or! 7B» 
^t  Contact after 3 pm      
CHEAP Fum spts •330/mo Now torn., 
new cerpehng A othe* new items Ccntoct 
Jan Aaans 352 0932 710 7th St #6 
COSTUME SHOP RUMMAGE SALE 
ThaabioN coatornaa 4 socessoriss 4 avary- 
Oay ctothaa Lots of good bargane Dec 2 
4.1 -6pm etCoatoma Shop mt^bsasmsnt 
otMcaa^HaJ  
For rant Wk. 4 Spr   CHra. Fum. 2 bdrm 
opts 707 Surlh St CaB Ruse 372-5335/ 
Houses 4 aparwnenta tor rent tor the 1962 
63aonoolyaar Ptoaae oal 1-267 3341 
Large party room tor rent   Phone 352 
9376 or 362-7661  
Lovely 3 bdrm apt unfum, mature atngla 
orooupto 362-7033or 364-1300arav6 
pm_  
Lvmg   me country   Muet aubtot 1 Ig one 
' bdrm. apt. tor WB\ 4 Spr '146 4 uN lb* 
l. 363-247L  
■r 4 aprmg git . I wren 
Houee'1O0,mo CaB3S27362  
Now turn ernctonckM new campus Al usl. 
pd   Short or long term lease* from '240 
352-9302 (12-4) or 352-7366  
ROOM a aasbli begtorvng Wfr tone. MM 
V2 block from campus. '300 qtr Csl 352 
sosr.  
t erne.. Wfr. Oar. 'IMWer saw) erter. 
CaB I 
m. aval. Share befh. cooNng 
prtr.. uaa of washer MOOVmo 4 1/4ofiAl. 
AvsS Dec 6 F   prat   353 40 n  
Very atoe lairtiiat la laMien   bmt- 
toat toasstoa. CaB Charyl at *s>7*4i. 
4   bdrm    turn    houae   tor   4   aajoanto. 
'300. mo pba \M. Phone 362-7464 9 am 
2 pm Man, thru Fn  
1 bdrm apt to a 
otoee to campus I 
362 2443. 
Brand naw. vary 
d Ohanhausr CaB 
1 bdrm. apt to lUbliaai winter 4 spring Q> 
Rent M37 50/mo   CaB eftor 6 pm 362 
ooot.   
*276Awo.   Located m Wayne. Ohio   Col 
362-0476 or 266-2424 evemngs 
1 F. rasa), tor efabtr 4 aprmg qfr *96/mo 
ptos asio. Phana 362 5062  
For rant 1 ream eftto. WfrJSar. Oars. AJ 
eat. aawL MSfmwe •4t aft 1st aajeaYe 
rsat CaB SaSwTSA ar Ssa-ISTS. 
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Christmas tree farm 
provides holiday spirit 
to Northwestern Ohio 
stall photo by Dun Koeptler 
As Iht days grow short and cold, tha closer we gat to tho yule season, George Rafferty's Christmas traa farm business 
warms up. On seven acres of land Rafferty has 12,000 to 14,000 Scotch Plna traas, and before Christmas will sail 1,000 of 
tham. In tha Insat picture Rafferty Inspects ona of his traas to sea If It Is raady to be cut. 
HAPPY HOLED AYS! 
THANKS FOR YOUR 
PATRONAGE DURING OUR 
1st YEAR OF OPERATION 
AS USUAL-MORNING 
DELIVERY AVAILABLE DURING 
FINALS WEEK 
WE WILL BE CLOSED DEC 21 -JAN 3 
♦ FOR DONUTS AND ICE CREAM... * 
THE 
GETAWAY 
998 S. MAIN 
by Scott Sleek 
News staff reporter 
Christmas time for many per- 
sons is the season to sing carols on 
doorsteps, to decorate homes with 
holly and pine wreaths and to buy 
presents for loved ones. 
But for George and Hildegard 
Rafferty, Christmas means busily 
cutting down pine trees that will 
soon become the highlight of a 
living room's seasonal decor. 
The Raffertys have been growing 
and selling freshly cut Scotch Pine 
trees on their seven acre farm for 
26 years, Mrs. Rafferty said. 
The couple acted upon the sug- 
gestion thay they plant Christmas 
frees on their land, and after the 
seven to eight years required for a 
tree to grow, they began selling 
them. 
"BEFORE WE HAD ANY- 
THING growing, it was simply a 
sand hill/' she said. "We couldn't 
grow anything on it, couldn't farm 
"In the lot we have seven acres 
and we're growing between 12-14,- 
000 trees, Rafferty said, adding 
that about 1,000 trees are sold a 
year. 
Twelve-13 inch seedlings are ob- 
tained from a nursery in Pennsyl- 
vania, and planting begins in April. 
There are 2,500 trees replanted 
every year, and she said two per- 
sons can plant almost 1,000 trees in 
one day. 
"We discovered we have a lot 
more insects and things that affect 
Scotch Pine, so in June we have to 
spray almost every tree," she said. 
IN JULY, trees that are three 
years old and 30 inches high are 
sheered into what Rafferty calls an 
"ice cream cone shape." 
In October they mark trees that 
appear on their reserve list of 
persons who buy trees from them 
every year. A map is kept that 
denotes the location of every re- 
served tree on the farm. 
Rafferty said only 400 trees are 
marked. 
"When we have 400 tagged we 
cut it out," she said. "We put it out 
saying no more tagging this year.' 
THE REST of the trees are then 
open to the public. Customers may 
mark a tree during their first visit, 
then pick it up closer to the 
Christmas holiday. She added that 
some persons like to cut their own 
Open market trees are also avail- 
able and are cut before they are 
sold, and Rafferty added that they 
are almost sold out of those trees 
this year. 
Trees not picked up by the lath of 
December are soldUhe added that 
some trees are picked up as late as 
Christmas Eve. 
"This year the earliest that I cut 
a tree was the 19th of November," 
she said. "And then we had four 
right before Thanksgiving." 
ABOUT LOW TREES are sold a 
year, she said. 
The trees sold range In sire from 
five to 12 feet, and Rafferty said 
most customers purchase 6-10 ft. 
trees. 
She said many persons request 
five-foot trees, but she added that 
she and her husband encourage 
them to buy a larger one. 
"We like to sell anything from six 
foot on up," she said. 
Rafferty said their farm jaJM 
only one of it's kind in Northwest 
Ohio, and she added that the popu- 
larity comes from the fact that 
they are selling freshly cut trees. 
So until Dec. 25 arrives, the Raf- 
fertys will be busy providing the 
one of the most important 
Christmas decorations of all - the 
Christmas tree. 
Precautions make holiday mail shopping time-saver 
In the back of most magazines, there is 
a section of classifieds where customers 
can order gifts. 
But, it is not always as easy as just 
filling out an order form. 
Make sure the order is placed in time. 
Place your order at least four weeks 
before you want delivery, preferably 
more.   Post-office   jam-ups   are   well- 
known, especially at holiday time. 
You may find United Parcel more effi- 
cient than the good old Postal Service in 
shipping gifts. 
A time-saver in getting gifts delivered 
on time is the telephone. Some companies 
arrange for toll-free lines. If not avail- 
able, a toll call may be needed when time 
is short. 
WHEN SHOPPING BY MAIL, pur- 
chase from well-known firms. Even they 
make mistakes, so it is somewhat of a 
gamble. But most firms do their best to 
take care of your order efficiently. 
Caveat emptor! 
When shopping by mail, be sure to 
check whatever guarantee is offered. If 
there is no such guarantee, don't order. 
Never send cash by the mail. It may be 
lost or stolen and you have no proof of 
payment. 
Keep a record of your mail-order, in- 
cluding date sent, copy of the ad or 
catalog page, guarantee statement if any, 
details about home trial, if any. 
For all your holiday shopping stop at the. 
CHRISTMAS 
CRAFTS FAIR 
Today through Friday 
10-5 PM 
Union Lobby, 
Browsing Room & 
Promenade Lounge 
'•* 
FOR ONE AND ALL 
Handmade 
Christmas Ornaments 
made out of 
■to Calico 
A Felt 
■fr Clothespins 
■to Bread dough 
■to Wheat 
<r Ceramic 
<r Class 
•to Snoopy ornaments 
r    COMETO   ^ 
OURHOUSE    I 
I     DEC. 28th 
^ 
Mrs: Mon-Thurs  10-5 
115 Clay Street Fri 10-8 
352-5417 Sat 10-5        ffc 
(down Ridoe across N. Man to Clay) 
'jU 9&0+**,*f.0JkHfluM sMi >Wi'e*s*«WMfci| 
Hours 
10am-4pm 
Buffet Luncheon 
Served. RSVPs 
requested by 
calling collect: 
(216) 444-1686 
|    ; Univ 
We're sprucing up for our holi- 
day open house! If you're an RN 
or senior nursing student, plan 
to join us Monday, December 
28th and see just what Univer- 
sity Hospitals can offer you 
and your career. You'll tour the 
clinical area of your choice, 
discover our professional re- 
sources and meet the people 
who help make nursing at 
ersity Hospitals terrific. 
Areas 
Medical-Surgical 
Psychiatric 
Pediatrics 
Maternity- 
Gynecology 
University Hospitals I,     u i nos it i
IC
- o/Cleveland 
9*e_ 
"Ho-Ho-Ho! 
There's a better way 
to get there this Christmas. 
Greyhound is going your way with trouble-tree, economical 
service You can leave directly from campus or other nearby locations. 
Most schedules have stops at convenient suburban locations. And 
talk about comfort. You gel a soft, reclining seal and plenty of room 
for carry-on bags. 
So next trip, go with the ride you can rely on. Go Greyhound. 
Friday Bowling Green (Man's Gym) 
Cleveland 
Lv 3:45p 
Ar               7:00p 
Sunday Cleveland 
Bowling Green (Men's Gym) 
Lv. 5:O0p 
Ar                8:10p 
For oonvemonl dairy service and compile Information can 36S-SM2. 
■ ■tawer Swim 
IWilWWWLmx 
12 TV BG Nm Omakt. J, INI 
MAKE IT A 
BOWLING GREEN 
CHRISTMAS 
MERRY 
CHRISTMAS 
from the 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Sludeni Services Building Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00-5:00    Saturday, 9:00-5:00 
Gift Items plus a wide Selection of 
Gift Books. B.G.S.U. Shirts, 
Jackets, Glassware, Mugs and 
Many other 
Duck 
toaisL  Shoes 
by Gold Seal 
530 E. Wooster St. 
l®% 
* T-SHIRTS ^ 
* JACKETS 
* SWEATSHIRTS 
* SWEATPANTS 
* GIFT CERTIFICATES 
AND MORE 
THIS CHRISTMAS 
T r. «0  CAMPUS ■•u»* CORNER 
(across from Kohl Hall) 
Night *441 is 
On Tonight and 
Every Wednesday at 
Mr. Bojangles 
Live Rock-n-Roll 
This Week "Strong Heart" 
Clip This COUPON, for 1 FREE Cover Charge 
SEND YOUR FRIENDS 1
    A SPECIAL CHRISTMAS 
MESSAGE! 
with a 
BG News 
CHRISTMAS WREATH 
**ffi&l, 
I-' 
\ •»■■ "*■/. 
Have Your      JS Jfc£ 
Message Printed V;',»flfe 
HERE in Red ft     ?W V> 
Green        »;*vs. 
Deadline TODAY '*"       106 University Hall * 
4 p.m. 372-2601 I 
